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Executive summary 

This deliverable describes the TRACTION toolset technical and UX evaluation, conducted during the first 

year of the project. The goal of the deliverable is to describe the 1) method and timeline of the Technical 

and UX evaluation, 2) the requirement gathering process, 3) the interaction design of the toolsets, and 4) 

the pilot activity evaluation of the Mediavault, Performance Engine, and Immersive Experience Engine. 

The Mediavault and Performance Engine studies considered how participants that aimed to design and 

co-create community opera experiences might use the initial iterations of the toolsets. In complement, 

the Immersive Engine study considered how the creative goals of the Irish National Opera (INO) artistic 

team may be supported by VR, sensory, and social VR technologies. These studies provide valuable 

feedback to WP2 for future iterations of the toolsets, as well as to WP5 in order to influence the 

exploitation strategies.  

This deliverable is divided into six main sections. 

The first section introduces the research methods we employed in our work. The section then describes 

the timeline of each step of our process, including gathering requirements, designing the toolsets, and 

conducting the initial evaluations of the three trials. 

The second section describes our requirement gathering process, consisting of focus groups with each of 

the three trials. In this section we describe our goals, setup, and results, and discuss the requirements we 

generated from this process. 

The third section describes the Immersive Engine study, conducted with artists and technologists 

participating in the INO study. The section introduces the three focus groups that were conducted, 

describes their goals and setup, and presents and discusses the results.   

The fourth section describes the interaction design of the toolsets, based on the requirements generated 

during the requirement gathering process. First, we describe our goals, then discuss our design process, 

consisting of 1) personas, 2) use cases, 3) storyboards, and 4) wireframes. At the end of the section we 

present the wireframes and discuss their use in the development process. 

The fifth section describes the Mediavault pilot activity, conducted with creatives and students from 

Escola Massana and Sinea in Barcelona, Spain.  We introduce the usability study, describe its goals and 

setup, and present and discuss the results. 

Finally, the sixth section describes the Performance Engine pilot activity, conducted with ex-inmates and 

participants from the SAMP trial in Leiria, Portugal.  We introduce the usability study, describe its goals 

and setup, and present and discuss the results. 

This deliverable’s main contributions include: 

1. The research methods we employed in our work 

2. Our requirement gathering process 

3. The interaction designs of the toolsets 

4. Three studies conducted to understand the design and development of the Mediavault, 

Performance Engine, and Immersive Experience Engine tools.  

These contributions will support the next steps in the design and iteration of the three TRACTION 

trials. 
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 Introduction  

1.1 TRACTION Evaluation Approach 

Our evaluation approach is iterative, adaptable and flexible. The evaluation is iterative 

because different evaluation rounds will take place, and the results may inform 

subsequent rounds. The evaluation is open and adaptable because the specificities of 

each trial are taken into account during the course of the project in close coordination 

with WP3. This means that not all evaluation components and actions are replicated in all 

TRACTION trials. Further, the evaluation is flexible because this initial proposal is open to 

being revised as the project evolves. 

1.2 Requirement Gathering and Design Process 

Our requirement gathering and design process is likewise a flexible and iterative process, 

adapted to the needs and availability of the TRACTION partners. We gathered insights 

from TRACTION partners during a series of focus groups, generated a list of 

requirements, then iterated on and prioritized those requirements through feedback and 

discussion with WP2. The design process employed these requirements to develop and 

iterate on user personas, storyboards, and wireframes, which informed the development 

of the initial toolsets. 

1.3 Purpose of the Deliverable 

This deliverable describes the TRACTION toolset technical and UX evaluation, and is a 

direct outcome to Task 4.2, which carried out experiments for the UX evaluation of the 

toolset developed in WP2 for the three TRACTION trials led by: Gran Teatre del LICEU 

(LICEU), Sociedade Artística Musical dos Pousos (SAMP), and Irish National Opera (INO). 

T4.2 focused on understanding two TRACTION goals: 1) how participants that aim at 

designing/co-creating community opera experiences may use the toolset, and 2) how 

audiences may enjoy the interactive opera representations. Through an understanding of 

the methodology, requirement gathering process, interaction design, and evaluation of 

the three trials, the task aims to provide valuable feedback to WP2 for future iterations, 

as well as to WP5 in order to influence the exploitation strategies. 

1.4 Intended Audience 

This deliverable is addressed, first of all, to the consortium, with an emphasis on trial 

leaders and evaluation coordinators. It is also addressed to the interested public, such as 

opera organizations that might be interested in approaching community operas, as it 

allows them to get a better understanding of how TRACTION evaluation activities are 

designed and evaluated. 
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1.5 Structure 

This deliverable is divided into six sections. The first section introduces the research 

methods we employed in our work. The second section describes a set of focus group 

trials we conducted with INO to inform a second set of requirements. The third section 

describes our requirement gathering process, consisting of focus groups with each of the 

three trials. Then, the forth section describes the interaction design of the toolsets, based 

on the requirements generated during the requirement gathering process. After 

describing the design process, the fifth, and sixth sections respectively describe the 

Mediavault and Performance Engine pilot activities. 
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 Technology and UX Evaluation in TRACTION 

This section describes our evaluation timeline, reports on the methods we employed in 

our design process and technical UX evaluations, and describes our requirement 

gathering and design process. First, we present our timeline. Then, we overview our 

human-centered design method and describe the concrete design and evaluation 

methods we employed.  

2.1 First Year Timeline 

Below is a timeline of our user centered design process. Our first step was a series of 

conversations and discussions with the user groups to get an initial idea of the type of 

trials they wanted to run. After this, we gathered and derived an initial set of 

requirements through three focus groups with TRACTION partners from INO, LICEU, and 

SAMP.  Based on these initial requirements, we developed personas and use cases with 

INO partners, then ran a second set of focus groups to derive a second set of 

requirements.   

In August, we began development on the Mediavault tool.  From August through October 

we worked with the LICEU partners to map the user journey process for the tool, first 

generating personas and use cases, then developing storyboards, and creating 

wireframes that our team used to develop the Mediavault tool. In December, we 

evaluated the usability and usefulness of the Mediavault with Sinea creatives and 

students from Escola Massana in Barcelona.  

In parallel to the Mediavault, we worked with SAMP partners to develop the 

Performance Engine tool. In September we created personas and use cases. In October 

we created storyboards for the tool, and finalized a set of wireframes for the tool in 

November.  In December, we evaluated the usability and usefulness of the Performance 

Engine with inmates and partners from the SAMP trial. 

Development of the Mediavault and Performance Engine happened throughout the year. 

From January to April, developers conducted initial tests and evaluations of system 

functionality. In May, we began development on the underlying framework, and in 

August began working on the backend of the two tools, refining those based on the 

requirements gathered in the focus groups with the three trials. In October, we began 

working on the frontend of the tools.  As we went through our user-centered design 

process and iteratively refined the designs of the systems, we iterated on and completed 

the frontend designs. For more information on the development, please see D2.3. 
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Figure 1: Timeline of our user centered design process for the three trials, INO, LICEU, and 
SAMP.  

2.2 Overview of Design and Research Process 

The following sections describe our human centered design and research process, 

including an overview of the human-subjects’ evaluations we employed in our work. 

2.2.1 Human Centered Design 
Human-centered design methodologies are at the heart of the development of the 

TRACTION toolset. As defined by ISO 9241-210:2010 (E), “Human-centered design is an 

approach to interactive systems development that aims to makes systems usable and 

useful by focusing on the users, their needs and requirements, and by applying human 

factors/ergonomics, usability knowledge, and techniques. This approach enhances 

effectiveness and efficiency, improves human well-being, user satisfaction, accessibility 

and sustainability; and counteracts possible adverse effects of the use on human health, 

safety and performance”.  

Through an iterative process, the design and evaluation activities of technology and its 

use in community opera co-creation are repeated during the project with the purpose of 

continuous improvement. Evaluations are preceded by a review of relevant literature to 

identify pre-existing work and research gaps in a list of areas in which TRACTION is 

interested. 

2.2.1.1 Human Subjects 

Evaluations of our process were conducted with trial leaders and evaluation partners. 
During the requirement-gathering phase, trial leaders participated in a series of focus 
groups. During the design process, trial leaders were asked to iteratively provide 
feedback on user personas, scenarios, storyboards, and wireframes. During the 
evaluation phase of the project, trial leaders and evaluation partners participated in 
focus groups, usability studies, and interviews.  
 

As part of the internal review board (IRB) process, participants signed a consent form 
before participating in design and evaluation activities. The consent process is described 
in D4.1.  
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2.3 Design Methods 

Here, we describe the user journey process, and review the methods that we employed 

during the design process. First, we describe how we generated user personas. Then, we 

summarize our iterative process of defining scenarios and use cases, creating storyboards 

based on those scenarios, and designing wireframes from those storyboards. 

2.3.1 User Journey 
A “user’s journey” is a relationship with an interaction experience over time and across 

different channels. For each user, it is vital to understand the following: 

 

Motivation: Why are they trying to do it? 

Channels: Where does the interaction take place? 

Actions: What are the actual behaviors and steps taken by users? 

Pain points: What are the challenges users are facing? 

 

Our user journey consisted of the following steps: 

• Define User Personas 

• Define Scenarios and Use Cases 

• Storyboard Experience 

• Create Wireframes 

2.3.2 Defining User Personas 
Personas are archetypical users whose goals and characteristics represent the needs of a 

larger group of users. A persona is presented in a one or two-page document that 

includes behavior patterns, goals, skills, attitudes, and background information, as well as 

the environment in which they operate.  

Designers usually add a few fictional personal details in a description to make the 

persona a realistic character (e.g., quotes of real users), as well as context-specific details. 

For example, for a banking app it makes sense to include a persona’s financial 

sophistication and major expenses. 

Characteristics of a Good Persona 

1. Personas reflect real user patterns, not different user roles. Personas are not 

fictional guesses at what a target user thinks. Every aspect of a persona’s 

description should be tied back to real data that has been observed and 

researched. Personas are not a reflection of roles within a system. 

2. A persona focuses on the current state of interaction. The persona illustrates 

how users interact with a product in its current form, rather than how they will 

interact with the product in the future. 
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3. A persona is context-specific, meaning it is focused on the behaviors and goals 

related to the specific domain of a product. 

  

 
Figure 2: An example of a user persona. 

2.3.3 Writing Scenarios and Use Cases  
The second step of the user journey is brainstorming a set of possible interaction 
scenarios, and defining use cases based on those scenarios.  As described by 
usability.gov1,  “a use case is a written description of how users will perform tasks on your 
website.  It outlines, from a user’s point of view, a system’s behavior as it responds to a 
request. Each use case is represented as a sequence of simple steps, beginning with a 
user's goal and ending when that goal is fulfilled.”  

Use cases help explain how a system should behave, and help establish a list of goals that 
may be used to establish the cost and complexity of a system. 

Use cases include: 

• Who is using the website 

• What the user want to do 

• The user's goal 

• The steps the user takes to accomplish a particular task 

• How the website should respond to an action 
 

 

1 https://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/use-cases.html 
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2.3.4 Storyboarding the Experience 
The third step is to sketch a set of use cases as a series of step-by-step interactions. Each 
step demonstrates an experience that the persona has with a tool or another person. As 
shown in Figure 3, storyboards can visually show what interactions happen at each step.  

 

Figure 3: An example of a storyboard. 

 

2.3.5 Creating Wireframes 
The fourth step is to create a wireframe of the technology or tool. A wireframe is a low-
fidelity, simplified outline that shows a layout of different screens of an application. 
Wireframes often use placeholders for text and images, focusing instead on the layout of 
a design. 

Wireframes can be sketched on paper, or may be developed with design tools, such as 
Balsamiq2. Wireframing is an iterative process that relies on feedback from developers 
and stakeholders. 

 
 

2  https://balsamiq.com/ 
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Figure 4: An example of a wireframe.  

2.4 Research Methods 

This work employed three formal research methods during our requirement gathering 

and evaluation process: Focus groups, interviews, and usability studies. The following 

sections describe each of these methods. 

2.4.1 Focus Groups 
A focus group is a group discussion on a particular topic organized for research purposes. 

This discussion is guided, monitored and recorded by a researcher or a facilitator34. A 

focus group usually consists of a group of people in a room who are asked to draw on 

their personal experience to discuss a specific topic selected by the researcher.  The 

structure of the discussion is often loose, inviting a range of views on the general topic of 

the focus group. Focus groups are used for generating information on collective views, 

and the meanings that lie behind those views. They are also useful in generating a rich 

understanding of participants’ experiences and beliefs.  

 
 

3 D.L. Morgan, D. L., M.T. Spanish, M. T. Focus groups: A new tool for qualitative research, Qualitative 

sociology, 7(3), pp. 253-270, 1984. 

 
4 D.L. Morgan, Focus groups as qualitative research (vol. 16), Sage publications, 1996. 
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When the group consists of up to six people, they usually discuss the topic in the group as 

a whole. When the focus group is larger, the process often involves the group breaking 

into subgroups to explore the topic in detail. This is followed by a plenary where the 

whole group discusses key points from the subgroups.  

Suggested criteria for using focus groups include: 

• As a standalone method, for research relating to group norms, meanings and 
processes 

• In a multi-method design, to explore a topic or collect group language or 
narratives to be used in later stages  

• To clarify, extend, qualify or challenge data collected through other methods 
• To receive feedback on results from research participants. 

When running a focus group as a facilitator, one should ensure every participant of the 

focus group equally contributes to the discussion. For example, Sanders5 developed a set 

of generative tools (i.e., probes6) to inspire participants to reflect in depth about their 

experiences, options and ideas. The analysis of the focus group involves transcribing  

audio recordings, and open coding the transcripts with a group of researchers7. 

2.4.2 In-depth Interviews  
In-depth interviewing is a technique that engages with the research subject in a way that 

encourages a detailed exchange of information. The general purpose of in-depth 

interviews is to discover the respondents' perceptions, or to probe into a subject to 

explore nuances and details. In-depth interviews vary from informal conversations to 

more formal interviews, which may be unstructured, semi-structured or structured. In-

depth interviews are also referred to as “ethnographic interviews,” “open-ended 

interviews,” or “case study interviews”.  

Case study interviews focus on exploring a particular case, which might be, for example, a 

single organization, community or group that is being used as a detailed illustration of a 

particular phenomenon8. Table 1 provides a summary of three different types of in-depth 

interviews, namely structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. In-depth interviews 

can be conducted with one interviewee or a group of interviewees9. 

 
 

5 E.N. Sanders, Generative tools for co-designing, Collaborative design, pp. 3-12, Springer, 
London, 2000. 

6 P. Gill, K. Stewart, K., E. Treasure, E., B. Chadwick, B., Methods of data collection in 
qualitative research: interviews and focus groups, British dental journal, 204(6), pp. 291-295, 
2008. 

7 D.R. Thomas, A general inductive approach for analyzing qualitative evaluation data, 

American journal of evaluation, 27(2), pp. 237-246, 2006. 

8 V. Minichiello, R. Aroni, R., T.N. Hays, T.N., In-depth interviewing: Principles, techniques, 

analysis, Pearson Education Australia, 2008. 

9   L. Harvey, Researching the Real World, 2000. Retrieved Apr 06, 2020 from 

qualityresearchinternational.com/methodology 

http://www.qualityresearchinternational.com/methodology
http://www.qualityresearchinternational.com/methodology
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Table 1: A summary of different types of in-depth interviews 

 

Types of in-depth 

interviews 

Individual Group 

Structured A set of broad questions asked 

more or less in order but flexible 

to adjust to the interviewee’s 

answers. 

Primarily, it is a one-way data 

collection technique (data from 

the interviewee). 

Group interviews with question-

by-question structured 

discussion guided by the 

interviewer. 

Semi-structured A set of broad topics/questions 

for discussion, the interviewee is 

encouraged to develop ideas and 

the interviewer ensures the 

interviewees to tell concrete 

stories and details. 

The interviewer may contribute 

but it is mainly a one-way 

information flow from the 

interviewee. 

Questions posed by the 

interviewer can be answered by 

any group interviewees. They 

may elaborate based on 

responses of other group 

members. 

Unstructured Open conversation between the 

interviewer and the interviewee 

on a set of broad topics, which are 

referred to as “open ended”. 

In this case, the one-way 

information flow may develop 

into a dialogue where the 

interviewer contributes as much 

as the interviewee. 

A guided conversation by the 

interviewer (facilitator) with a 

group of interviewees. The 

interviewer facilitates the 

information exchanges and 

prompts further discussion 

amongst the group. 

 

During in-depth interviews, the interviewer should avoid asking questions that only 
trigger “yes” or “no” answers. The questions should guide the interviewees to tell 
detailed stories. The analysis of the interview data involves transcribing the audio 
recordings and open coding the audio transcripts with a group of researchers. 
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2.4.3 Usability Studies 
Usability studies are an important research technique to evaluate the design of a system, 

product, or experience by testing it directly on users. The goal of usability testing is to 

measure how well a design meets its intended purpose, and how intuitive it is for users 

with no prior experience to learn to use the tool10. There are several ways to conduct 

usability testing including 1) hallway testing, 2) formal user studies, and 3) A/B Testing. 

Hallway testing is a quick and cheap method that asks people passing in the hall to 

quickly try a product or service.  This can help designers identify major problems in the 

early stages of a new design. A second method is user testing, in which an investigator 

asks a participant to perform tasks using an interface or system. As participants complete 

each task, the investigator observes participant behavior and listens for feedback. The 

third method, A/B testing, compares two versions (A and B) of an experience with a 

variation that may impact a user's behavior. 

Formal usability studies often follow rigorous research practice11. To conduct a usability 

study, investigators should first decide what they want to test (e.g. interaction or 

workflow), and choose a goal for the study. Then, they should choose study tasks that 

reflect study goals, such as finding out if one workflow is better than another. Next, they 

should create a hypothesis for the study, predicting what results they think will happen. 

Having determined a hypothesis, they can choose or create an evaluation metric based 

on the study tasks, and decide on an appropriate sample size. This may include 

biofeedback and behavior data (e.g. eye gaze), quantitative responses to survey 

questions (e.g. the System Usability Scale), qualitative open-ended responses, and user 

feedback through audio and/or video recording.  

Investigators should create an analysis plan for their study based on their evaluation 

metrics, write a study plan and script, and delegate moderator roles.  Having created a 

study plan, they should conduct pilot activities to make sure it is not overly long and runs 

as they expect, recruit participants, and run the study.  After running the study, 

investigators should conduct qualitative or quantitative analyses based on their study 

plan, report main takeaways, and plan for the next round of testing.  

Several factors affect the quality of usability testing. First, iterative testing early in design 

is vital before conducting a formal usability study. When conducting usability testing, 

investigators should be aware of user body language (e.g. squinting eyes, hunched 

shoulders, shaking heads, and deep, heart-felt sighs), and when users face a problem, 

should directly ask users why they are confused.  Finally, investigators should not ask 

leading questions that can bias their participants’ opinion. 

 
 

10  J. Nielson, J., Usability Testing 101, 2019. Retrieved Apr 06, 2020 from 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/usability-testing-101/ 

 
11 E. Geisen, J.R. Bergstrom, Usability and Usability Testing, In Usability testing for survey 

research, edited by Emily Geisen and Jennifer Romano Bergstrom, Morgan Kaufmann, Boston, 

pp. 1-19, 2017. 

 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/usability-testing-101/
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/usability-testing-101/
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 Requirement Gathering (FG1) 

This section describes our initial requirement gathering process for the three trials. First, 

we introduce the goals of TRACTION for the three trials. Then we describe our method 

for gathering requirements through the focus groups. Next, we present our thematic 

results. In the final section, we discuss how the thematic results inform our system 

requirements for the three tools. 

3.1 Introduction 

A goal of the TRACTION project is to consider new ways for technology to support opera 

co-creation and experience with diverse communities across the European Union. The 

project comprises three trials, INO (Irish National Opera), SAMP (Sociedade Artística 

Musical dos Pousos), and LICEU (Gran Teatre Del LICEU). Based in Dublin, the goal of the 

INO trial is to use new technology and novel audio-visual formats to create a new digital 

community opera in Ireland. SAMP, a community project for young inmates in Leiria, 

Portugal, likewise aims to engage prisoners in an opera co-creation process in order to 

lower the rate of criminal recidivism. LICEU, which is based in Barcelona, concerts a 

creative collaboration between migrants of different cultures from the Raval 

neighbourhood and opera professionals at the LICEU opera in order to train employable 

creative skills.  

The goal of gathering user requirements was to inform the design of the TRACTION 

technology for the three trials, in order to build a common understanding of the project 

between TRACTION team members, identify potential users, and identify and refine a set 

of user requirements for toolset design.  Our initial requirement gathering process, a 

series of focus groups (FG1), took place between March and July of 2020, and was 

conducted with trial leaders from the three trials. 

The focus groups considered trial leaders current practices in opera production, their 

goals and requirements for technology, and solicited feedback on technology design 

concepts.  In the following sections, we first describe our data collection method and our 

qualitative analysis procedure. Then, we present our thematic results, and discuss our 

findings in context of our user requirement needs.  

3.2 Method 

As part of the requirement gathering process, we conducted focus groups with trial 

leaders from INO, SAMP, and LICEU.  In the following section we describe the focus group 

protocol, including a booklet probe, toolset illustrations, focus group sessions, and post-

session feedback on requirements. 

3.2.1 Focus Group Materials 
The following section describes a booklet we developed for the focus groups, and a set of 

toolset illustrations we designed to portray different technology capabilities for the three 

trials. 
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In preparation for the focus groups, we developed a booklet probe, employing a set of 

toolset illustrations to receive feedback from participants. The booklet probe consisted of 

three sections: 1) a background section that asked participants about their role and 

experience in opera production, 2) a section on participants’ current opera production 

process and timeline, and 3) a section allowing participants to write down ideas about 

future opera activities and relevant technologies. We designed the booklet to take 

between 20 and 30 minutes to complete, and sent it out as a Google slideshow 

approximately a week before the study took place. We compiled participant responses 

into one Google slide document, and used this document as a probe during the focus 

groups. 

 

 

Figure 5: An example of future opera production ideas from an INO trial participant.  

In complement to the booklet probe, we designed a set of toolset illustrations to exhibit 

different technology capabilities that could fit the needs of the three trials. Rather than 

being prescriptive, these illustrations were used during the focus groups to elicit 

feedback about how the different trials might use technology to fulfil their co-creation 

and performance goals during the three trials. The toolset illustrations are shown in 

Figure 6.  

Referred to as the Mediavault, the first tool (top) illustrates a pre-performance tool that 

could be used during the co-creation process. The goal of this tool was to allow 

professional users, non-professional users, and community members to record, upload 

and share their media, such as 2D or 360° videos. Further the Mediavault could allow 

viewers to search and have conversation with the media owners, adapting on-demand to 

viewer preferences and needs. 

The second illustration (middle) depicts a rendering tool to control a rich 

multidimensional experience in theatre during performance. This tool invites remote 
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participants and live audiences to watch the live performance, and to interact with the 

performers. The tool uses on-stage screen displays to unify professional content with 

content and feedback generated by performers and audience members. 

The final illustration (bottom) shows a post-performance immersive and interactive tool. 

This tool is a movable installation with on-demand viewing services. The goal of the tool 

is to create immersive and interactive opera experiences, or shows the process of opera 

co-creation through an immersive and interactive setup.  
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Figure 6: The three-toolset illustrations used during the focus groups. The first illustration 
portrays a pre-performance tool called the Mediavault (top). The second toolset illustrates a 
during performance live-rendering platform tool (middle). The final toolset illustrates a 
post-performance immersive and interactive engine (bottom). 

3.2.2 Focus Group Sessions 
Three focus groups took place during May 2020.  Twelve (12) trial leaders participated in 

the focus groups, 5 from INO, 4 from SAMP, and 3 from LICEU. 

Table 2: Trial Leader that participated in the focus groups. 

 

Trial Participants 

INO 1. James Bingham (Studio and Outreach Producer) 

2. Sarah Halpin (Digital Communications Manager)  

3. Diego Fasciati (Executive Director) 

4. Fergus Sheil (Artistic Director) 

5. Paddy Malpus (Studio and Outreach Producer) 

LICEU 1. Irene Calvis (Social Program Coordinator) 

2. Eva Garcia(Social Program Coordinator) 

3. Muntsa Inglada (Executive organizer) 

SAMP 1. Paulo Lameiro (Project Coordinator) 

2. Sandra Sousa (Project Manager) 

3. David Ramy (Artistic Director)  

4. Sofia Neves (Staging Assistant)  

 

 Each focus group lasted approximately 2.5 hours, and was conducted over a Zoom 

conference call.  Two moderators led each focus group; one facilitated the session, while 

a second took notes. In addition, the focus groups were audio-recorded. 

Before each focus group, participants were sent a consent form to sign and return by 

email. At the beginning of the focus group, participants and moderators introduced 

themselves, and presented an overview of the session. During this time, participants also 

had a chance to ask clarifying questions about the consent form, and to sign the consent 

form if they did not do so before the session began. 

The focus group was divided into three sections reflected in the booklet. First, the 

moderator shared a summary slide of each participant’s background in opera. Each 

participant elaborated on this summary slide, describing different roles and experiences 

they had related to opera production. Then, the moderator shared the timelines each 

participant had filled in for the booklet slides. Each participant elaborated on their 

interpretation of a standard opera timeline, describing their experiences, and comparing 

similarities and differences in each other’s timelines.  

In the second stage of the focus group, participants shared their ideas about using 

technology for co-creation and performance. First, the moderator shared participant 

ideas one by one, and allowed participants to describe how they might envision 
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technology to support their goals. As participants shared their ideas, the moderator took 

notes, then summarized and integrated related concepts on a Google slide. 

In the third stage of the focus group, participants responded to the toolset illustration. 

First, a moderator presented toolset illustrations one by one. Then, the moderator led a 

discussion about the three concepts. During discussion, the moderator asked participants 

to consider whether the toolset illustrations fulfilled participant concept requirements, 

asked them to compare the toolset illustrations to the concepts generated by 

participants, and asked them to describe technology requirements for the toolset design 

based on the discussion. During this discussion, the moderator taking notes summarized 

and integrated the discussed toolset requirements on a Google slide, periodically asking 

clarifying questions. 

At the end of the focus group, the moderator presented two summaries: the former 

summarized the ideas participants had generated, while the latter presented the toolset 

requirements participants had generated when reflecting on the toolset.  During this 

time, participants were asked clarifying questions, and were given an opportunity to 

discuss and amend their ideas and requirements.  

A week after the focus groups took place, participants were again asked to reflect on the 

study sessions. Each trial was sent the summary of ideas and requirements generated 

during the focus group, and each group was instructed to provide feedback on these 

outcomes by adding clarifying comments or questions into a Google doc.  

3.2.3 Qualitative Analysis 
The data was analysed from the FG1 trials using a thematic analysis process. First, the 

audio-recordings of the sessions were transcribed and cleaned. Then, the two 

moderators open-coded each of the sessions, noting important and relevant ideas.  After 

this, one moderator printed out these notes, and generated open codes through an 

iterative process of grouping the codes, labelling them, and writing a description for 

each. At the end of the process, the two moderators discussed and agreed on each code 

name and description, then worked together to group them into high-level themes. 

The audio recordings of each session were transcribed using TEMI, an audio-to-text 

automatic transcription service12.  To clean the data, one moderator read through the 

text of each recording, looking for words and phrases that may not have been transcribed 

correctly. They compared the audio recording to the text, and made appropriate changes 

for clarity. After these changes had been made, they divided up each transcript in three 

sections, reflective of the focus groups: a section on background, ideas, and 

requirements. 

After cleaning the data, both moderators coded all of the session data in a Google doc, 

looking for emergent trends by making comments on specific words or phrases relevant 

 
 

12  https://www.temi.com/ 
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to technology requirements. To generate a set of open codes, one moderator printed out 

the quotes with these notes, and pasted them onto a post-it. For each quote, the 

moderator made a higher-level note about each quote on the post-it. After making notes 

about each of the quotes, they organized the quotes into groups based on the high-level 

sticky notes. This process took several iterations of reading quotes and notes, grouping 

them and summarizing them using an open-code name. After generating the open-code 

names, the moderator read through the quotes again, pulled unrelated quotes out, and 

reorganized them once more. At the end of this procedure, related quotes were put into 

a clear plastic bag with an open-code name. To organize these codes, a codebook was 

created in an Excel spreadsheet. It included the open-code name, a description of the 

open code, the trial it came from, and what part of the session came from (background, 

ideas, requirements).    

At the end of the process, the two moderators agreed on the open codes and 

descriptions. They read through the codebook together, and discussed each code name 

and description, amending them until they were in agreement. Then, the moderators 

grouped the related codes in a new Excel sheet, and came up with high-level themes for 

the data.  At the end of the coding procedure, the authors did another pass through the 

open-codes, making sure that the themes they had come up with fit well with the data.  

 

Figure 7: The open-coding procedure. First iteration of grouping quotes (left), and 
organizing data with open code names (right). 
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3.3 Results 

The following section presents the 6 high level themes generated from the data. First, we 

present themes that spark an immersive experience for the users for the three trials: 

Building Relationships, Supporting Social Presence, and Creating Effective 

Narratives.  Then, we present themes directly related to toolset requirements: 

Background Challenges, Audio Requirements, and User Experience. 

3.3.1 Theme 1: Building Relationships 
 

The first theme, Building Relationships, considers community-professional relationships 

during co-creation. The theme highlights the importance of building relationships with 

Community, by supporting dignified communication that creates lasting impact. To do 

this, we found that it was important to support the co-creation process, by creating a 

digital space to store and share materials, and to consider trial specific co-creation 

constraints. 

The theme highlights the importance of building relationships with the community by 

establishing trust. A trial leader at INO said that “building up trust in the 

community...that’s not something that can happen overnight...you need to spend time.” 

They further explained that “in community opera...more of the work will be 

around...building relationships and...that safe space to explore.”   Likewise, when working 

with audiences, they noted the importance of creating a relaxed environment by allowing 

audiences to “wear what you want...bring food” or even “chat with your 

mates...whatever you want to make you feel comfortable.”  

The goal of this effort is to create dignified communication that creates lasting impact. In 

the prison environment, a SAMP trial leader explained that the prisoners and their 

families are “always trying to communicate.”   They “are not numbers” they explained. 

“We have to know the names of these people, to know the names of the mothers, of the 

girlfriends” in order to help them “be immersive and cooperative during the whole 

process.” SAMP trial leaders further explained that including the guards was vital to 

“dignify communication between everyone,” and that it was important to “maintain 

[motivation]” so that the impact would be “maintained after the process.” 

3.3.2 Theme 2: Supporting Social Presence 
 

Social presence considered different ways for audiences to communicate and connect 

remotely. In SAMP, we found that prisoners needed a way to communicate and 

disseminate their experience from inside the prison to their families all over the world. 

To support this, SAMP emphasized the importance of real-time collaboration, allowing 

prisoners to exchange ideas and sing together remotely without a delay. A SAMP 

participant explained “we need to rehearse together in different places...at the same 

time, the same start point.” To support this, focus group participants described the 
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importance of virtually communicating social cues of musicians, seeing each other’s 

physical movements and reacting.  An INO participant explained that “often the violinists 

[are] picking up sort of cues from each other. So if you want 10 violin players to play 

together…they need to be able to see...what everybody around them is doing, 

and...react.”  

We found that social presence extended to object creation. Participants wanted to 

connect in physical ways from a distance, using costume and set creation to 

communicate a shared sense of space and communal experience.  We also found that 

participants had an interest in digitally interacting with objects. For instance, INO trial 

leaders were interested in creating music on a VR version of a physical piano. They 

explained that “it's very easy to try and create music in a VR sense that feels like, you 

know, it's looks like a piano and you're playing a piano.” In parallel, they described using 

AR for set design, and taking objects from the real world and putting them in VR. 

3.3.3 Theme 3: Creating Effective Narratives 
 

Creating effective narratives was likewise an important theme. Focus groups considered 

supporting narratives through 3D and 360° videos, considered live vs. asynchronous 

content, and reflected on designing for audience participation that allowed users to opt 

in or out.   

The focus groups were interested in supporting 360° experiences, primarily for creating a 

new experience to enjoy opera. An INO trial leader explained that “the live rendering 

platform needs to enhance the experience of the opera and significance in a real way... 

otherwise, otherwise it's just the image.”  In this context, the interplay between liveness 

and synchronicity was highlighted by participants, particularly in new contexts, such as 

presenting opera in a square. They explained that audience experiences can happen 

asynchronously, such as during performance breaks or in installation experiences.  

The focus groups also highlighted the importance of contextual storytelling. Participants 

expressed an interest in telling stories of prison lives or community experiences, 

recording stories and leaving them in a virtual space, or even experiencing narratives 

from the perspective of a character to bring a story to life in VR. In particular, these 

stories had to be meaningful, and geared towards audiences. For instance, a LICEU trial 

leader explained that some of their performances are for children. “We have these small 

shows in small format...the special season, for children and families,” they explained. 

When done correctly, these stories create a sense of artistry and magic; trial leaders 

expressed the idea of co-creating in an artistic way. Further, they elaborated that 

technology can give a new dimension to experiences, but shouldn't take away from the 

magic of opera. 

Effective narratives also stemmed from the audience’s ability to participate, opt in, and 

to be immersed through sensory input. This included audience voting, choosing what 

angles to view the opera, or even singing together, such as families getting to sing with 

inmates. However, audiences also needed the ability to opt out of an experience. LICEU 
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trial leaders described the importance of not making audience members feel 

uncomfortable, and minimizing distraction from actual performance. 

3.3.4 Theme 4: Background Challenges 
 

The trials highlighted several background challenges that included a variety of trial leader 

backgrounds, non-standard timelines, technology problems, and uncertainty about the 

direction of the trials. Through the focus groups, we found that trial leaders had a range 

of experiences with different types of community and theatre productions. This challenge 

compounded with the non-standard timeline of the trials; trial leaders explained that 

opera companies usually plan productions years in advance, however community 

experiences are unable to follow that timeline. “We can't...micromanage years in 

advance. We have to be more reactive to, and work on shorter timeframes and be 

prepared to adapt and change as we go,” they explained. 

Trial leaders also highlighted the challenges that new technology can pose. For example, 

an INO trial leader described the difficulty of cleaning high-tech costumes. “The costumes 

that were built with LEDs...to wash them was quite complicated… [and to work] with 

these kind of costumes...because they needed special support.”  LICEU participants 

described issues with scaling experiences, creating additional content, and even getting 

audiences to pay for new technology. All of this compounded into trial leaders not being 

entirely sure what experience they were making, and how technology could help them. 

3.3.5 Theme 5: Audio Requirements 
 

Audio requirements were likewise important. Trial leaders wanted to maximize the 

quality and power of audio and video to feel the physical sensation of the singers in an 

uncompressed format. A SAMP trial participant explained that this was important 

because “opera and classical music in general ...lives from the quality of the timber, which 

means the number of harmonics. And most part of the technological tools compress the 

sound...the harmonics, the timber.” 

In complement, we found that direction of sound was important so that audiences could 

feel the spatial movement of opera. An INO participant explained that they wanted to 

“record audio in a way that it recreates like an ambient sound...depending on where you 

move, you might hear the sound differently.”  Another INO participant elaborated that “ 

the immersion of the audio is based on hearing where the sound is coming from relative 

to where the performers are on the stage.”  Finally, we found that synchronized audio 

over a distance was important to participants. Trial leaders wanted to synchronize audio 

between performers remotely in real time, so they could rehearse and perform together. 
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3.3.6 Theme 6: User Experience 
This theme considered user experience across the three trials to increase technology 

flexibility.  We found that the technology should support mobile experiences that are easy 

to move. This is because our population has limited tech access, and relies on smaller 

devices rather than expensive computers. Likewise, we found that larger experiences 

have minimal cost, and should be easy to move from place to place. This also included 

flexible access; participants wanted content that was available on demand, but was also 

accessible offline. 

This theme also considered interface accessibility. Trial leaders explained that artisans, 

musicians, and families often had little experience with technology, and emphasized the 

importance of creating an interface that was easy to use and required minimal learning. 

Since community members speak a variety of languages, we likewise found that content 

should be accessible in appropriate languages for community members, including opera 

subtitles and language translation. Further, since we had a community of users with 

special needs, we found that the interaction should be accessible diverse users. As one 

participant explained, some of the LICEU participants “ communicate to the others with 

pictograms. That's the way that they communicate, you know? They have a lot of 

difficulties to do everything now, but they do art.” 

Interface requirements also included the importance of supporting co-creation. Trial 

leaders wanted to integrate small pieces created by different groups or families, or show 

different phases of the co-creation process. Likewise, participants needed a place to 

archive and share workshop materials in a variety of formats, and a place to support 

cross-fertilization and education goals. An INO participant explained that “it’s about 

making sure that it's a place where we can…store all this stuff and it's kept in a way that's 

categorized and well thought through.”  

Although co-creation was a primary goal of the work, this theme also identified several 

co-creation constraints at SAMP; prisoners did not have access to cameras, computers, or 

photos, and there were strict rules about selecting inmates and the creative team. A 

SAMP participant described that “we cannot even use a phone...when we enter into 

prison...we have to leave everything...we have to ask for authorization...to have a phone 

to take pictures.” In SAMP’s case, it was important to have technology that fit the rules of 

the prison.  

3.4 Discussion 

The goal of the FG1 phase was to build a common understanding of the project between 

TRACTION team members, identify potential users, and develop an initial set of user 

requirements for the three toolsets. The focus groups identified six high level themes 

across the three trials: Building Relationships, Supporting Social Presence, Creating 

Effective Narratives., Background Challenges, Audio Requirements, and User Experience. 

The following sections summarize the codes we gathered for each of the three trials, 

then consider related design requirements. These requirements were used in WP2 for 

further development of the toolset (see D2.3). 
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3.4.1 INO 
The goal of the INO focus group was to consider the design requirements for an 

immersive engine. From this trial, we found that concepts of spatial sound, liveness, 

audience interaction, social presence, and community building were particularly 

important.   Focus group participants highlighted the importance of feeling the spatial 

movement of sound, and considered how a live performance may either bleed into new 

contexts (e.g. presenting opera in a square) or could happen asynchronously. Likewise, 

participants considered the audience’s ability to interact, and their ability to opt in or out 

of an experience. The audience’s social presence in a virtual space, and community 

building during co-design were likewise fundamental to the experience. 

These high-level requirements inform functional requirements about data and 

interaction needs. Our findings suggest that the opera sound should be high quality and 

spatially accurate. Likewise, these requirements suggest that audiences and community 

designers should have a way to participate in communal virtual experiences during co-

creation and performance. 

3.4.2 LICEU 
The goal of the LICEU focus group was to consider design requirements for a pre-

performance Mediavault. Our findings suggest that this tool should support mobile 

devices, be available on demand and offline, and should be accessible for a range of user 

needs. During this focus group, we learned that participants have limited tech access, and 

rely on smaller devices rather than complex computers. We also recognized that the tool 

should have flexible access by being available on demand, but should be also accessible 

offline in case users do not have Internet access. In addition, we found out that our 

population includes blind and deaf users, and thus must be accessible for a wide range of 

needs. 

These informed a set of interface, media, accessibility, and backend requirements for the 

Mediavault. Interface requirements included an onboarding process, password protected 

user profiles, and a standardized tagging mechanism. Media requirements were to 

preview and play different types of image, audio, video files, compress media quality 

based on bandwidth, and support timestamped reactions to content. Accessibility 

requirements were to support a range of users with different language and physical 

needs to use the system. These include multi-language support, caption overlays, and 

W3C user interface compliance. Summary requirements describe different needs to 

summarize content, including post notifications, a public facing co-creation timeline, and 

a daily digest. Finally, Backend requirements consist of admin permissions and concurrent 

user deployment. 
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3.4.3 SAMP 
The goal of the SAMP focus group was to inform design requirements for a live rendering 

platform. For this trial, we found that several co-creation constraints existed due to 

prison access, as well as requirements related to remote communication, social presence, 

and synchronized audio over distance. Since SAMP works with a prison population, we 

found that prisoners have limited access to computers, and are subject to different 

schedules and complex rules related to technology. In spite of this, the trial highlighted 

the importance of creating dignified communication between prisoners and families 

through a feeling of social presence. In particular, we found that trial leaders wanted to 

be able to synchronize audio between performers in real time, so that inmates and their 

families could rehearse and perform together. 

Performance Engine requirements we obtained focused on the dynamics of interaction 

rather than specific user interface needs. For this reason, the primary interface 

requirement was the importance of supporting mobile interaction. In complement, 

Interaction requirements were rich, asking designers to consider how to give inmates and 

remote family members flexible ways to participate in content creation, to visually 

represent their contributions, and to interact through call-and-response. Media 

requirements included easy recording, playing, and mixing tools, as well as capturing and 

representing 3D objects in VR. Accessibility requirements support the importance of a 

simple interface, information overlays, special descriptions, and W3C compliance. Finally, 

Practical Considerations were to create high quality content with minimal cost, to 

consider technology maintenance and scaling, and to make technology easy to pack up 

and move. 
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 Immersive Experience Engine Focus Group (FG2) 

This section describes FG2, a second set of focus groups conducted with INO to help 

clarify their creative goals. First, we introduce the goals of the focus groups, and describe 

their method. Then we present thematic results, and discuss them in context of user 

requirements. 

4.1 Introduction 

The primary goal of TRACTION is to consider new ways for technology to support Opera 

co-creation and experience. After running the FG1 trials, we found differences in goal 

clarity among the three trials; the LICEU and SAMP trials formed from ongoing projects, 

and clearly defined goals for the TRACTION project, whereas the INO trial was a new 

project that needed more time to fully understand their goals.  

The goal of the INO trial is to use new technology and novel audio-visual formats to 

create a new digital community opera in Ireland. To support INO’s internal creative 

process, we ran a second set of focus groups with INO partners and creatives. The goal of 

this second set of focus groups (FG2) was to help INO openly discuss their creative 

process in context of different VR, sensory, and social VR technologies. This second set of 

focus groups (FG2) took place on September 30, 2020 over the course of a day, and 

resulted in a series of themes about INO’s creative process and goals. 

In the following section, we first describe our focus group method. First, we discuss 

participant selection, and the focus group structure. Then we describe the three sessions, 

and our debrief after the focus groups. 

4.2 Method 

In order to better understand the potential that VR holds for opera, we decided to hold a 

series of focus groups to explore different aspects of VR and prompt a discussion on how 

VR can be used to enhance the operatic experience. The following section describes how 

we structured the focus groups, participant selection, and follow up. At the end of the 

section, we discuss our qualitative analysis method. 

4.2.1 Participant Selection 
There were 5 participants in the focus group. This number was chosen in order to avoid 

any one voice getting lost during the conversation.  

Participants were selected to help us achieve the goals of the focus groups, which were: 

• Understand artist’s attitudes to VR as a tool for engaging and connecting with 

audiences 

• Explore new approaches to enhance user experience in VR/AR/XR ie social VR, 

haptics, sensory elements 

• Define better user requirements for the immersive tool in TRACTION based on 

the INO trial 
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In order to achieve these goals, we felt it important that participants had some prior 

experience with VR as a creative and artistic tool, whether from creating or experiencing 

it themselves. This would allow them to bring the weight of their experience to the 

conversation and share meaningful and informed knowledge with the group. It was also 

important that the conversation included people from both artistic and technical 

professions to facilitate a dialogue between these two viewpoints and help us better 

understand each position from the perspective of the other. Lastly, it was important that 

the focus group included representatives of the INO trial, so the learning could be directly 

relevant to the development of same and the implications on user requirements for the 

immersive tool in TRACTION.   

The participants selected all had a pre-existing relationship with INO as well as some 

experience of opera and VR. Three of the participants had a pre-existing relationship with 

TRACTION. Participants were contacted via email by INO to recruit them for the focus 

groups.  

The participants included: 

• Jo Mangan, the director of the INO VR community opera 

• James Bingham, the producer of the INO VR community opera 

• Michael Barker-Caven, the artistic director of the Civic Theatre in Tallaght, a 

community partner working with the INO trial 

• Gareth Young, Postdoctoral Research Fellow at V-SENSE Project, Trinity College 

Dublin 

• Néill O’Dwyer, Postdoctoral Research Fellow at V-SENSE Project, Trinity College 

Dublin 

Gareth and Néill were able to share their experiences working in the development of a 

VR opera as part of the research they are doing at V-SENSE13. 

In addition to this, we invited a number of TRACTION partners to observe the day’s 

activity. There were 11 additional observers. This process enabled us to share the 

conversation with the wider TRACTION team, giving the TRACTION partners an insight 

into the artistic process and how it could apply in a VR context. We invited the observers 

to take notes during the session, and ask any questions or make any observations on the 

conversation at the end of each focus group session.  

4.2.2 Focus Group Structure 
We decided to hold a one-day virtual session, on 30th September, during which we would 

conduct 3 different focus groups. This allowed us to overcome challenges posed by 

Covid-19 and allowed us to invite participants regardless of location. The virtual session 

ran from 11am until 5.45pm (GMT) and was conducted via Zoom conference call. Two 

moderators led the session, Sarah Halpin, digital communications manager with Irish 

National Opera (INO) and Alina Striner, post-doctoral researcher at Centrum Wiskunde & 

 
 

13 https://v-sense.scss.tcd.ie/ 
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Informatica (CWI). While this was Sarah’s first time moderating a focus group, we felt she 

was best placed to lead the discussion given she held a pre-existing relationship with the 

participants through her work at INO. Alina’s experience of moderating focus groups was 

utilised in support of the process and we decided that, given her experience, she was 

best placed to carry out the summarisations and conclusions at the end of each focus 

group session.  

Before each focus group, participants were sent a demographics form to complete online 

and a consent form to sign and return by email. At the beginning of the focus group, the 

moderator introduced herself, and presented an overview of the session. During this 

time, participants also had a chance to ask clarifying questions about the consent form, 

and to sign the consent form if they did not do so before the session began. The 

moderator confirmed that everyone was happy to have the session audio recorded, and 

an audio recording was made for future analysis of the outputs.  

The day was divided into three distinct sections, allowing us to focus on a different topic 

in each section.  

• Operatic and creative VR content 

• Sensory enhancements in VR 

• Social VR 

Each session was allotted 1 hour and 45 minutes and consisted of four parts: 

1. A 20-minute presentation on the topic by one of the TRACTION technology team. 

During the presentations, we gave control of the session to the presenters who 

were able to share visuals via screen share.  

2. A 45-minute focus group session. During the focus groups we asked all observers 

to turn off their cameras and microphones so that the only people contributing 

to the conversation (verbally or visually) were the 5 focus group participants and 

the moderators. This allowed us to create a more intimate exchange and a clear 

separation between observers and participants, helping to foster a more organic 

and natural conversation during the focus group.  

3. 15 minutes were allotted for observations in which the TRACTION partners were 

able to ask questions or make observations. The partners made their desire to 

speak known by the chat function in the Zoom call at which time they were 

brought into the conversation by the moderator.  

4. 30 minutes were allotted for conclusions. During each focus group session Alina 

Striner took notes, which she used to extract observations and conclusions. 

These conclusions were documented via a Google slide in real time which was 

presented to the participants. Participants were offered a chance to share 

feedback before closing the session.  

This structure allowed us to offer a stimulus for the focus group conversation that could 

be used as inspiration for the discussion. It also allowed us ample time to draw 

conclusions and get feedback from the participants on the observations made.  
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4.2.3 Descriptions of Sessions 
 

Session one focussed on operatic and creative VR content and Camille Donegan and 
Terry Madigan from Virtual Reality Ireland (VRI) made a presentation on some best 
practice examples from across the performing arts as well as some of the experiments 
VRI have been doing using Rokoko capture technology and the implications this could 
have for capturing opera performance in VR.  

 

Figure 8: Slide from VRI presentation representing a VR creative example. 

 

 

Figure 9: Slide from VRI presentation representing Rokoko capture technology. 
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The discussion was led by a series of guiding questions that were introduced by the 

moderator. The moderator started by asking participants to introduce themselves, share 

their involvement with the project, and highlight one VR experience they’ve found 

particularly impactful, as a way to break the ice and introduce the participants to each 

other.  

Table 3: Guiding questions for Focus Group 1. 

Focus Group 1 / VR Content 
Guiding 
Questions 

1. What experiences have you had with virtual reality? Go around 
the group, say your name, your involvement with the project, 
and describe one memorable experience 

2. What do you think virtual reality can add to the artistic 
experience? 

3. What are some barriers or challenges to using virtual reality for 
artistic experiences? What are some accessibility concerns you 
have? 

 

Session 2 focussed on sensory enhancements to VR experiences and featured a 
presentation by Anderson Simiscuka from Dublin City University (DCU) who showcased 
some of the work that DCU have been doing with Multisensory Media. 

 

Figure 10: Slide from DCU presentation on multisensory media. 

Table 4: Guiding questions for Focus Group 2. 

Focus Group 2 / Sensory Enhancement 
Guiding 
Questions 

1. How might multi-sensorial technology (haptics, other?) 
enhance the experience of opera?  

2. What multi-sensorial experiences would you like to see 
integrated into an operatic VR piece? 

3. How might multi sensorial experiences be disturbing?  
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Session 3 focussed on social VR and featured a presentation by Pablo Cesar of CWI.  

 

Figure 11: Slide from CWI presentation on social VR. 

 

Figure 12: Slide from CWI presentation on social VR on volumetric video. 

 

Table 5: Guiding questions for Focus Group 3. 

Focus Group 3 / Social VR 
Guiding 
Questions 

1. How might social VR technology enhance the audience’s 
experience of opera? In what way? 

2. What kind of social VR experiences would you like to see in a VR 
opera? 

3. What are some negative experiences (or challenges) audiences 
could have using social VR when viewing an opera? 
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Each session finished with an opportunity for the observers to make comments or gain 

clarity on aspects of the discussion that they had heard, before the moderator presented 

a summary of conclusions to the focus group.   

4.2.4 Follow up Debrief 
After the session, the two moderators created a debrief document that summarized the 

conversation that took place over the three focus groups. This was built using the notes 

that were taken during the focus groups by both moderators as well as referring back to 

the agreed conclusions shared with participants during the focus groups. The process 

extracted a number of questions and challenges that were posed during each focus group 

that were considered to be interesting areas of focus for further research and 

exploration. The debrief document was shared with the focus group participants for 

input and comment.  

4.2.5 Qualitative Analysis 
Similar to the FG1 trials, the data for the INO focus groups was analysed using a thematic 

analysis process. However, due to coder constraints, the process was modified for one 

coder to primarily complete the coding process. This is in-line with standard HCI 

qualitative methods that show that having one coder code a dataset is appropriate. In 

the cases of having one coder, qualitative findings are often triangulated with other 

practices, like reviewing results with participants or other members of the community14.   

For this qualitative analysis process, transcripts of focus groups were paired with the 

follow up debrief document discussed above. First, the audio-recordings of the three 

sessions were transcribed using TEMI. Then, one moderator created a codebook from the 

debrief document. This codebook integrated the key points of the three focus groups into 

one set of codes. Then, the moderator coded the dataset using these codes in a Google 

doc. To do this, they read through the focus group transcriptions multiple times, looking 

for key points about INO’s creative process, and adding appropriate codes. For points 

that were not adequately expressed by the data set, the moderator updated the 

codebook with new codes that represented these points, and re-coded the dataset for 

these new codes. Likewise, when existing codes did not adequately reflect the nature of 

the data, the moderator renamed the codes and descriptions, and re-coded the dataset, 

reconsidering how the dataset represented the differences in code names. 

After iteratively coding the dataset, the moderator that coded the dataset met with the 

second moderator of the focus groups, an INO trial leader. Together, they discussed the 

names and descriptions of the codes, and made notes on any codes that seemed 

inconsistent with the second coder’s experience. The first moderator reworked the codes 

 
 

14  Mcdonald, N., Schoenebeck, S., & Forte, A. (2019). Reliability and Inter-rater Reliability 

in Qualitative Research : Norms and Guidelines for CSCW and HCI Practice, (November). 
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based on this feedback, and made a final pass through the dataset, updating codes based 

on the final version of the codebook. 

After finalizing the codes, the two moderators worked together to generate high-level 

themes for the dataset. They did this through a two-hour discussion of codes and 

themes. After this, the first moderator coded the dataset for these themes, and wrote up 

the results section based on the final set of themes and codes. At the end of the process, 

the moderator validated the representation of the data, with the second moderator, and 

with a second TRACTION partner who observed the three focus groups. 

4.3 Results 

This section presents the thematic results from the three focus groups. The six themes 

were 1) audience experience, 2) democratization, 3) authenticity, 4) representation, 5) 

embracing format, and 6) physical vs. digital. In the following sections, we describe each 

theme and related codes, and demonstrate their relationship through relevant quotes. 

4.3.1 Audience Experience 
 

The first theme, Audience Experience, considers different aspects of the audience’s 

experience. This includes elements of Immersion, Agency, safe space (coded as the 

“Magic Circle”) and other Design Considerations to support an audience’s experience.  

We found that audience immersion was essential to defining the audience experience. 

During the focus groups, several participants described immersion that came from the 

feeling of presence inside the frame of VR and its changing perspective. For instance, one 

participant explained the empathy building potential of VR. “You can be in somebody 

else's shoes and actually feel, um, some of what a person should be feeling, probably 

tapping into some mirror in your own because of the spatial nature of the medium.”  They 

also described that this sense of presence was supported by motion tracking technology. 

Notably, when discussing sensory technology, participants had mixed views on the 

effectiveness of sensory immersion on VR; they explained that sensory technology could 

be disturbing, when it didn’t match the full experience. One participant explained this in 

the context of smell:  “by the time [a video] is shown on screen, the smell should already 

be in the air. But if you throw it exactly at the same time that it's showing on screen, it 

might take some time to reach the user.” 

Audience agency was likewise essential to defining the audience experience. One 

participant explained that designers should consider if the audience “has some agency to 

take a decision...that links to non-linear storytelling...if the viewer medium gives us a 

space that we can show things in multilayers then that's something that should be 

exploited.” Focus groups participants expressed the importance of personalization, and 

considered how to create a feedback loop mechanism between audience members and 

the show. To support the experience of agency, participants also suggested that it was 

important to design audience interaction for intuitive gestures. 
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The Magic Circle was likewise an important element of the audience experience theme. 

During the focus groups, participants discussed the importance of creating a safe play 

space through trust.  This includes allowing participants to say things that may be unusual 

in normal life. One way to do this would be to “have a closed network where people felt 

that it was a safe space for them to interact with each other, and they'd have to have 

some source of knowledge of what to expect when they arrived.” Likewise, participants 

discussed the importance of moderating the experience, and accounting for trolling.  

Finally, participants discussed specific design considerations for creating an effective 

audience experience. This included both design process and end user considerations. 

When discussing design process considerations, focus group participants suggested that 

it was important to consider audience members early in the design process, and 

designing the experience to feel both intuitive and transformative. For instance, a 

participant described a transformative Burning Man VR experience during the first focus 

group: “ I felt like, you know, I was twirling batons…[like] I took some drug...I was taking 

masks and put them on...I learned how to fly...within seconds, I was transformed into all 

the beast in me.” However, participants also suggested that not all experiences would 

appeal to all audience members. 

4.3.2 Democratization 
The second theme, Democratization, considered different ways to democratize the VR 

opera experience. This consisted of Technology Democratization, Experience 

Democratization, and Social Democratization. 

Participants discussed the importance of technology democratization during the design 

process. This included both technical and cost factors. During the Sensory focus group, a 

participant explained that a few years back, “there was no way I'd be dropping two grand 

for a Hololens...not being a programmer myself, whereas dropping 500 quid for [an 

Oculus] Quest and being able to explore all sorts of things has just made us much more 

accessible.” Participants suggested that in order to effectively include technology in their 

designs, it was important to take away the fear of technology by making it easy for artists 

to use. In complement, participants emphasized the importance of technology being 

affordable enough for artists to include in their work. 

Experience democratization was likewise important. This included onboarding and 

accessibility considerations. In the Social VR focus group, participants asked how to 

create an effective gateway context for a virtual show experience, and suggested an 

engagement process that began with buying a ticket. One participant explained that this 

was because the experience begins “the moment that you actually buy the tickets...the 

moment in which you...get into the car to go to the show.” In complement, accessibility 

considerations included making audience members feel comfortable while wearing the 

headset, and supporting different languages for audience needs. 

In complement to democratizing individual experiences, participants discussed the 

importance of social democratization. This included giving VR participants the 

opportunity to present themselves realistically and to dress up, but not forcing them to 

do so. One participant explained that they “rail against the notion of having to dress up 
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to go to the theatre or the opera...simply because I think it just puts an awful lot of people 

off...and there were all these kinds of social norms that I certainly didn't grow up with...so 

everything I've ever done in my life in terms of making work has been about actually 

making it more and more accessible...to democratize access.” This also included giving 

communities like the remote Tallaght community the chance to virtually inhabit grand 

spaces, such as the Gaiety Theater in Dublin. 

4.3.3 Authenticity 
Authenticity was likewise an important theme. This included designing Beyond Novelty, 

through an Emergent Artistic Process that considered how the unique format of VR and 

Opera would affect storytelling, and support audience members feeling an authentic 

emotional connection with the experience. This theme also included the importance of 

authentically representing the goals of an experience through its functionality, through a 

high level of technology fidelity.  

An important part of creating an authentic experience was designing experiences that 

extended beyond novelty. While technology novelty serves an accessibility role, focus 

group participants thoroughly emphasized the value of technology in art, particularly the 

importance of an experience not becoming a gimmicky technology exhibition. In 

particular, when discussing sensory technology, they noted the importance of it being 

driven by artistic purpose and intent. One participant elaborated, explaining that during 

design, it was important to ask “Is it interactive? Is it Imaginative? Is it Immersive?” They 

elaborated that it was important to create something “really engaging versus just the 

wow factor of the novelty,” replacing the “wow” factor of novelty with an “Aha” moment 

of meaningful design. 

To develop a truly meaningful experience, participants discussed the emergent artistic 

process of developing an experience through exploration with technology. Although 

counterintuitive, artists in the focus group explained that technology glitches could 

support this emergent process, by allowing artists to use them in a different creative 

process than they were intended. A participant explained that sometimes technical 

glitches “bring about ideas that you may not have even thought of back…sometimes the 

glitches can be almost the best part. They introduce new artistic elements and 

possibilities.” When discussing the incorporation of sensory technology, participants 

explained that through this exploration, meaningful sensory design would manifest itself. 

In particular, participants suggested that rather than start with sensory design, evocative 

sensory elements would emerge as part of experience design. 

Another important component of authenticity was considering how unique format of 

opera and VR impacts storytelling conventions. Focus group participants explained that 

there were different ways to communicate the narrative, and that it was important to 

consider the most appropriate format. For instance, rather than reading about a plot the 

way a regular opera goer might do in the playbill, a VR experience might communicate 

the narrative through a series of impressionistic moments. Participants explained that 

designers must consider the format of the medium when deciding to give narrative 

spoilers or not. For example, a Greek play often tells the full narrative at the beginning of 

the show, whereas a movie does not reveal spoilers. A participant explained that the 
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contexts are different:  In a “Greek drama, the reason there was a prologue was to tell 

you the story you're about to watch...you actually go into it at a deeper level because 

you're comfortable with the context and you can see more quicker.” 

Such a deliberate design process could create authenticity through an emotional 

connection.  Participants explained that this emotional connection should be not 

pretentious or superficial, but grounded in the authenticity of the narrative. For example, 

a participant described having “visceral experiences of emotion...VR film of, of a lion 

hunt...for a wildebeest. I was sat on the edge of the crevice with this extraordinary 

tornado of wildebeest, rushing three feet away from me, just below my line and about 

three feet away from me lying on the top of the side and nonchalant way was a female 

lion watching the lunch go by.” In addition, participants explained that thoughtfully 

designed sensory technology could support this experience, by linking participant senses 

to the experience through their own memories. 

Finally, adequate technology fidelity during a performance experience was key to 

creating authenticity.  If an authentic experience came from aligning technology and 

narrative, focus group participants explained that poor fidelity could disrupt this 

experience. They also discussed the importance of synchronization and intuitive gestures. 

As one participant explained, audiences know what the real world looks like, and will be 

turned off by low fidelity experiences that break the illusion of immersion. “They won't 

forgive those glitches because they know them,” they explained. 

4.3.4 Representation 
Representation was also an important theme, and embodied several core concepts of the 

artistic and social experience. In the artistic experience, participants discussed the 

importance of effectively representing music and representing narrative, as well as fully 

representing the artistic contribution of a community. In complement, when discussing 

the social experience, participants expressed different ways of representing audience 

member bodies and the social space they occupied, as well as representing the ritual, 

ceremony, and occasion encompassing an opera experience. 

As this work was specific to opera creation, effectively representing music was essential 

to the focus group discussions. One way was by representing the quality of non-

compressed operatic sound, as well as representing the direction and movement of the 

sound. A second way was representing the “data” of the music through other forms, by 

representing the components of the sound through other visual and sensory modalities. 

Participants also explained that it was important to have “sensory gaps” in the 

experience for people to fill in. 

Representing narrative was likewise important. In particular, participants expressed the 

importance of representing the universality of human experience through culturally 

contextual narratives. A participant explained that “any piece of work that has real 

meaningful, whatever longevity or impact, I've always thought that the ones that have 

the greatest success in that area are something that are both universal and particular at 

the same time...capture enough of the individual…and yet the width of it or something 

about the width everyone shares.” Focus group participants described the possibility of 
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layering an experience tailored to communities with shared content. In tandem with this 

was the importance of adequately representing the artistic contribution from the 

community. Here, participants discussed the merit of representing the work of 

individuals, vs. blending their work together. 

In the social context, we found that focus group participants considered different ways of 

representing audience bodies, the sense of ceremony and occasion, and the social space. 

When discussing body representation, participants discussed the discrepancy between 

representing audiences as avatars, who are perfect, and that would give audiences the 

freedom to represent themselves in any way they choose.  In contrast, some focus 

groups described the importance of representing “the pudginess of the real world” by 

representing human imperfections. 

Representing the sense of ceremony was part of social representation. This included the 

ceremony around dressing up, and having intermission, and pre-and-post social 

experiences, such as drinking wine together. Conjointly, participants considered the 

representation of the theatre and lobby space itself, and what the “virtual version” of the 

theatre social experience was (the metaphorical “lobby”), and suggested that a VR 

theatre does not have to map directly onto the real world. 

4.3.5 Physical vs. Digital Formats 
A parallel theme to representation was tension between physical and digital formats. For 

the performance experience, this was represented in the sense of liveness, whether an 

experience was pre-recorded or live, and whether during creation, a VR experience was 

captured or simulated. Likewise, this considered whether sensory experiences were 

authentic, and physical experiences or were simulated. For the social experience, this 

tension was expressed in a discussion about representing humanity, whether audience 

members wanted to be simulated avatars, or whether it was important to recreate real 

people with real gestures. This tension further extended to the social experience, 

whether to represent social experience in physical or virtual forms.   

Focus group participants considered many ways the VR opera could combine elements of 

physical and virtual forms. One consideration was whether the performance visuals were 

realistically captured through human input, or if they were simulated through graphics. 

One participant remarked that “computer generated [input]...wouldn't be mesmerizing in 

the same way. Like I could feel the human aspects which have come through the motion 

capture or be tortured twisted in various ways.”  

Likewise, participants discussed the value of physical recreating sensory experiences vs. 

simulating them. For example, one user describes the transformative experience of 

cooking a meal live on stage; “the play was great play, you could say, but that 

transformed it into a completely different experience for the audience. Just the smell of 

cooking naturally happening in the room... can blow your mind in the most subtle way.” 

The sense of liveness was part of this discussion; participants discussed the ability of the 

experience to complement pre-recorded parts of the show with live elements.  

In a social context, participants discussed the different ways of representing performers 

and audiences, through point clouds and captured gestures. A participant described a 
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piece called Emma, where remote actors were performing live by moving virtual avatars. 

They also discussed the possibility of layering physical and virtual interaction. For 

instance, one participant remembered a social drinking experience, explaining that 

“doing an online broadcast, which nearly killed us back in June...the best part of that was 

imbibing all alcohol that was within my reach afterwards in a Zoom call with about 50 

people or going that happened on some level. Like that was amazing.” They elaborate 

that if it were possible to truly layer physical and virtual interactions, “you break through 

social barriers straight away.” 

4.3.6 Embracing Format 
Finally, embracing the unique VR and opera format was an important theme. Focus group 

participants discussed embracing the specific media affordances of the combined format. 

In particular, they emphasized the importance of the audio experience, expressing that it 

should drive other aspects of the narrative. In complement, they discussed how the 

sensory design should likewise be informed by the unique affordances of this format. 

Integral to the embracing format theme was embracing the specific affordances of VR 

opera. Instead of replicating the real world, designers should embrace the differences 

that VR allows, such as first-person presence in a narrative. Notably, participants 

mentioned that opera narratives were often non-linear or surreal. For this reason, the 

format could play with expectations and create suspensions of disbelief. Although they 

should not copy their format, participants also explained that VR opera could learn from 

sectors like gaming that break the paradigm of linear narratives. 

Since music was integral to this format, participants agreed that designers should “focus 

on music first.” Participants expressed the danger of over focusing on visuals during 

design (which is common when designing VR experiences), and asked “how can the user 

interact with the music in a real/physical way?” Further, they explained that music should 

inform visual design and other sensory experiences. When designing complementary 

sensory experiences, participants suggested that music could inform sensory inputs that 

“add dimensions to meaning and space.”  Further, this could help “create a new 

language” using sensory information that would complement the music experience. 

4.4 Discussion 

The goal of this work was to support INO’s internal creative process. We did this through 

a set of three focus groups (FG2) that considered how different VR, sensory, and social 

VR technologies may be used to support opera performance. First, we discuss the value 

of our themes in the context of creation and performance. Then, we consider how the 

themes may be used to inform design requirements. 

4.4.1 Informing Opera Creation and Performance 
Our six themes included audience experience, democratization, authenticity, 

representation, physical and digital formats, and embracing the uniqueness of the VR + 

opera format. These themes reflect the goals of the INO trial by surfacing important 

considerations for both creation and performance. 
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During creation, focus group participants emphasized considering audience members 

early in the design process, and taking away cost and fear of technology, by making it 

affordable for artists, and easy to use. Notably, rather than emphasizing technology, 

participants discussed the importance of the emergent artistic process through 

exploration and play. This exploration transcended singular experiences; participants 

highlighted the importance of embracing the specific affordance of the VR + opera 

format, particularly the suspension of disbelief in non-linear and surreal narratives. 

Rather than copying storytelling conventions from formats like movies or games, 

participants valued creating new conventions that embraced the new medium. 

Participants also exposed important considerations for performance. To support the 

audience experience, they discussed the value of creating a fully immersive experience, 

through a sense of agency in complement to a sense of visual and sensory presence. 

Further, they valued creating a safe play space through onboarding and moderation, and 

discussed the importance of high technology fidelity.  Focus group themes 

complemented performance considerations with those of the social experiences, 

discussing how best to represent audience member bodies, the theater social space, and 

the rituals and ceremonies of traditional theatrical experiences.  

4.4.2 Informing Requirements for Design 
Overall, the focus groups lead to a fruitful discussion about the unique considerations for 

the VR opera format. The themes from the focus groups highlight many core aspects of 

the design process, and the end goals of creating an immersive audience experience. 

Once we get more clarity over the final concept of INO’s goals for TRACTION, we will use 

these themes to inform an initial set of requirements for a tool. Then, we plan to follow a 

design and evaluation process similar to those discussed in Chapter 2 on design and 

research methods.  
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 Interaction Design of Toolsets  

5.1 Interaction Design of Toolsets 

This section describes the interaction design process for the Mediavault and Performance 

Engine. First, we describe the design requirements obtained during the FG1 trials, and 

goals for each tool based on those requirements. Then, we describe our design process 

for the two tools, and present the resulting wireframes. Finally, we discuss the 

implementation of the two tools based on these wireframes. D2.3 provides further 

information about the development process. 

5.1.1 Design Requirements and Goals 
We obtained a set of requirements for the Mediavault and Performance Engine designs 

based on the thematic analysis from the FG1 trials. After uncovering important codes and 

themes across the three trials, we separated codes by their relevance to the three trials, 

and generated practical requirements for each set of codes. 

These requirements specified what the two tools should do, and how they should 

perform, and were separated into functional requirements that specify what the system 

should do, and non-functional requirements that specify what constraints exist in 

development of the systems. As described in Table 6, non-functional requirements 

include data requirements, environmental requirements, user requirements, and 

usability requirements. 

Table 6: An overview of different types of user requirements. 

Category Description 

Functional Requirements What the product should do  

Data Requirements  The type, volatility, size/amount, persistence, accuracy and 

value of the amounts of required data 

Environmental 

Requirements 

Contextual circumstances in which the system must 

operate 

User Requirements Characteristics of the intended user group 

Usability Requirements The usability goals and associated measures 

 

To concretize our design goals, we separated out the requirements by the trials. Then, 

together with team leaders and developers from WP2, we ranked requirements by 

relative interest to the trials (High, Medium, Low), the relative feasibility of implementing 

technology (High, Medium, Low), and relative project priority (1 to 5). The following 

sections overview the design requirements for the Mediavault and Performance Engine. 
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5.1.2 Mediavault 
Shown in Table 6, Mediavault requirements were split into 1) Interface, 2) Media, 3) 

Accessibility, and 4) Backend.  

Table 7: Mediavault requirements were split into 1) Interface, 2) Media, 3) Accessibility, and 
4) Backend. 

Code Type Requirements 

Interface Simple and intuitive interface; Desktop/App onboarding, standardized tags 

for each trial; onboarding tag; feedback (commenting and 

tagging); Password protected user profiles; edit profile settings after 

onboarding (description, tags); content moderation; Design for mobile and 

desktop 

Media Playback support for HD audio and video; adaptable video quality for 

device/bandwidth context (compressed audio/video files); image 

previews; transcode video files into Mediavault video format; ability to 

upload and store standard image and video files and 360° videos; player 

visualization for 360° video; store, upload, and visualize any kind of 3D 

models; times-tamped media reactions (emoji, sound, text); Screencast 

support 

Accessibility Caption overlays for videos; subtitles/descriptions (edit offline, download, 

upload); W3C Compliance (e.g. colorblind, audio descriptions); multi 

language translation ( English, Catalonian, Spanish, African languages, 

Portuguese, Irish); offline interface that syncs with online database 

Summary Public-facing co-creation summary timeline; Post notifications; Post thread 

timeline (media for all dialogues relating to a post); Daily digest; Calendar 

schedule; hover over image preview from timeline  

Backend Admin permissions; concurrent user deployment 

 

5.1.3 Performance Engine 
Similar to the Mediavault, Performance Engine requirements were split into 1) Interface, 

2) Interaction 3) Media, 4) Accessibility, and 4) Practical Considerations.  

Table 8: Performance Engine requirements were split into 1) Interface, 2) Interaction 3) 

Media, 4) Accessibility, and 4) Practical Considerations. 

Category Requirements 

Interface Design for mobile interface 

Interaction Flexible ways for audiences to participate in content creation (e.g. 

recording on top of sound loops, choosing angles to see opera); 

Visually represent individual contributions; Allow for prisoners to easily 

experience the show inside prison and to react; Allow families and 

inmates to decide on documents and content during rehearsals in real-

time; Call-and-response capabilities between remote users and 

performance; Identify and visualize social cues (e.g. musician and artist 
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movement); Support immersive audience experience; Allow artists and 

audiences to have meaningful experience without additional 

technology 

Media Allow for easy mixing tools that audiences can use to create or 

participate in performance; Allow for easy recording and playing of 

audio and video clips; Support capturing 3D objects in the digital world; 

create representations of physical objects in VR 

Accessibility Very simple interface; Real time audio descriptions; information 

overlays; special descriptions; special hearing technology; W3C 

compliance 

Practical 

Considerations 

Easy to pack up and movement; consider scaling and technology 

maintenance; high quality content with minimal cost 

 

5.2 Design Process 

Our design process consisted of a four-part user journey, the goal of which was to 

understand the relationship of users with an interaction experience over time and across 

different channels, including user motivation, interaction channels, actions, and pain 

points. In this section, we describe and present results from each step of the journey. 

First, we describe how we developed user personas, and how we used them to define 

scenarios and use cases. Then, we describe our storyboarding process and wireframe 

development.   

5.2.1 User Personas 

User personas define archetypical users whose goals and characteristics represent the 

needs of a larger group of users.  In order to define personas, we created a persona 

template for LICEU and SAMP trial leaders to fill out.  Shown in Figure 13, the template 

asked trial leaders to create name, age, occupation, and location for a persona, and to 

add a sample image. The template asked trial leaders to fill in information about the 

persona’s language and communication skills, their motivations, expectations with the 

TRACTION project, their relationship with opera, and other relevant user characteristics. 

The template also asked them to assess their familiarity with different types of 

technology relevant to the project. 

We co-created the personas with trial leaders through three stages. First, we met with 

trial leaders over a Zoom call, described the goals of the personas and our template, and 

brainstormed an initial set of personas with trial leaders. Then, we gave trial leaders the 

persona templates to further brainstorm and fill out. After receiving the filled out 

personas, we met with trial leaders a second time to discuss, refine, and take notes on 

the personas they had created. 
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Figure 13 shows a sample user persona for a student from Escola Massana. The student’s 

name is Judit, and they are a twenty-two-year-old student at the Massana school. Judit 

speaks Catalan, Spanish, and English, and is a digital native motivated by co-creation 

goals with Sinea, but does not regularly attend or engage with opera. Judith has a high 

familiarity with all TRACTION technology, particularly social networks, mobile and 

desktop devices, and social video sharing. 

 

Figure 13: Example user persona for the LICEU trial. This persona is of a design student from 
Escola Massana. 

5.2.2 Scenarios and Use Cases 

After developing personas, we defined a set of Scenarios and Use Cases through a 

multistep process.  First, we grouped personas into a set of scenarios based on our 

discussion with group leaders. For instance, in the SAMP trial, we realized that the 

performance engine tool could support co-creation, rehearsal, performance, and 

outreach scenarios. Then, for each broad category of scenarios, we brainstormed a set of 

possible use-cases, for how each trial could practically use the Performance Engine 

technology to support their goals. As shown in Table 9, we created a table from these 

use-cases, and asked trial leaders to 1) rank use cases based on relevance to their goals, 

2) add additional ideas for use cases trial leaders may have, and 3) in a “notes” section, to 

add any feedback or questions trial leaders had about the use cases, including questions, 

concerns, and/or additional technology requirements. 

Table 9 shows a sample set of scenarios and use cases from the SAMP trial.  In the first 

use case, a mother watches her son rehearse, and sends an emoji and message to cheer 

him on during a rehearsal. In the second use cases, a set of family members watch a 

rehearsal or performance, and participate in real-time through video. In the third use 

case, a mother helps co-create an experience by recording a video clip telling a story 

about her son’s childhood. Shown in the table, SAMP leaders ranked the relative 

importance of these use cases on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 representing the most important 

cases for their trial.  
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Table 9: A sample set of scenarios and use cases from the SAMP trial. 

Rank Use Case Description Scenario Notes 

1 Mother watches video clips of her son 

rehearse over the media vault. She sends 

emojis to cheer him on, and sends him a 

message back saying she is proud of him 

and emotionally reacting 

Rehearsal Uploading video, 

timestamped 

emoji feedback, 

different levels of 

permissions, app 
1 Grandmother/family/friends watch 

performance in real time in video 

conference and participate in real-time 

appearing the in display of the stage 

Performance/ 

Rehearsal 

 

2 Mother records a video clip, telling a story 

of her son’s childhood (or a friend from the 

outside tells a story about the prisoners' 

experience together). Her son adds music 

beats to the record and acts it out during 

the co creation space 

Co-creation/ 

Rehearsal 

Include a remix 

software 

  

After filling out the use case chart, we met with trial leaders for a second round of 

feedback and discussion. During this time, we received verbal feedback about the 

importance of the different use cases, and added notes about requirements that were 

important for the specific use cases.  Then, we used these use cases to develop the 

storyboards. 

5.2.3 Storyboards 

The goal of storyboarding is to sketch a set of use cases as a series of step-by-step 

interactions between people and tools. Based on trial-leader rankings, we choose a 

subset of use cases to storyboard, and through discussion, enumerated a set of 

interaction steps to sketch. Then, we sketched out each use case, first by hand, then 

through a digital design tool such as Figma. At the end of this process, we met with trial 

leader to discuss the interaction we were representing in our storyboards. We updated 

the storyboards based on their comments and feedback. 
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Figure 14: A hand drawn storyboard sketch of the Mediavault onboarding process. In this 
process, the user signs up, creates a profile, completes an onboarding tutorial, selects a set 
of topic tags, and then finally ends up on the main menu of the app. 

 

 

Figure 14 shows a hand drawn storyboard sketch of the Mediavault onboarding process. 

In this process, the user signs up, creates a profile, completes an onboarding tutorial, 

selects a set of topic tags, and then finally ends up on the main menu of the app. Figure 

15 shows a second storyboard of the Mediavault tool, created in Figma. In this 

interaction, a Dona Kolores artist uploads a video with a question about a costume 

technique. They create a post that is automatically added to the costume summary 

timeline. When their post is created, a LICEU artist that subscribes to the “costume” topic 

tag receives a notification and responds to their question through a comment. 
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Figure 15: A second sample storyboard of the Mediavault interaction, showing how a user 
may create a post, and another user might respond to that post with a comment. 
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5.3 Wireframe Development 

After understanding interaction through the storyboards, we created wireframes of the 

user interfaces. The goals of these wireframes were to show the layout of the different 

screens through a series of low-fidelity outlines.  As with the previous steps, we 

developed wireframes for the two tools through an interactive cycle of design and 

feedback. First, we created an initial wireframe in a design tool such as Figma and 

Balsamiq. Then, we met with developers to understand how the interface should work 

with the backend, and iterated on the wireframes based on their feedback. After this, we 

met with trial leaders for feedback on the clarity of the interfaces. Based on their 

feedback we created a final version of the wireframes that were used to inform tool 

development. 

5.4 Wireframes 

The following sections present the final wireframes for the Mediavault and the 

Performance Engine. For each tool, we discuss how users interact with the tool, and with 

one another.  

5.4.1 Mediavault 
 

The Mediavault wireframes consisted of five interaction interfaces: 1) the onboarding 

process, 2) user permissions setup, 3) the posting and commenting features, 4) the 

timeline summary, and 5) video emoji reactions.  

Shown in Figure 16, the onboarding wireframes show how users can choose a language, 

sign up, then log into the app. Then, they can create a profile by uploading a user profile 

image, and selecting interests. The final screen shows their profile with selected 

interests. 
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Figure 16: Wireframe of the Mediavault onboarding process. 

 

Figure 17 shows the Mediavault’s administrative permissions setup. The admin is able to 

log into user profiles and delete interests, as well as delete posts from a thread. 
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Figure 17: Wireframe of Mediavault administrative permissions. 
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Figure 18 shows the Mediavault’s posting and commenting features.  Users create a post 

by selecting media, adding text, and adding appropriate tags. Other users can respond, 

by commenting on that post with additional images and video media. When users select 

a post or comment, the related media is highlighted in the display. 

 

Figure 18: Wireframe of Mediavault posting and commenting interfaces. 

 

Figure 19 shows the Mediavault’s summary timeline for each topic.  Users can toggle 

between a text summary of the topic timeline, and a visual summary timeline, showing 

the media included in each post. 
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Figure 19: Wireframe of Mediavault text and visual timeline. 

 

Finally, Figure 20Figure 19 shows the Mediavault’s emoji reaction timeline. When viewers 

watch a video, they can see emoji reactions others have added to different timestamps 

moments. Users can add their own emoji reactions, and add timestamped comments to 

the video.  
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Figure 20: Wireframe of the Mediavault video emoji reactions. 

 

5.4.2 Performance Engine 
The Mediavault wireframes consisted of three interaction sections: 1) creating a 

template, 2) Editing the individual timeline, and 3) loading and playing a template. 

5.4.2.1 Creating a Template 

Shown in Figure 21, users first see the main screen, where they have the choice of 

launching the pre-production tool or the live experience. When users first create the 

template, they specify the approximate length of the template experience, select the 

types of screens that will be included in the template, and specify the number of rooms 

that need to be manually configured (vs. The automatically configured remote audience). 

Users then load the Media folder, and manually configure the first room. 
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Figure 21: Performance Engine wireframe showing how users can create a template, select 
a media folder, and begin configuring rooms. 

 

After this, users can configure the first screen, first by choosing the type of screen, and 

adding cameras to the room configuration through a URL configuration. Once the 

cameras are configured, they return to the previous screen, and configure the remote 

user screens. They choose “screen splitting” as a default, and specify a default for how 

the screen is split. Then they configure the remote camera, specifying the remote user’s 

phone camera as the default.  
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Figure 22: Performance engine wireframe showing how users can configure room and 
remote user configurations. 
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Then, users configure the timeline. They do this by splitting the timeline into sections, 

such as Act 1, Act 2, and Act 3. The figure shows how they can further split the timeline, 

such as splitting Act 1 into A1.1 and A1.2. Once the timeline is adequately split, they save 

the template, and each piece becomes clickable.  

Figure 23: Performance Engine wireframe showing how users configure the timeline.   

 

5.4.2.2 Configuring the Individual Timeline 

Figure 25 shows the individual timeline editing process.  This screen includes several 

media timelines, the top line of which must take the entire length of the time interval. 

This screen also includes a preview of selected media, and tabs for the manually 

configured rooms and the configuration of the remote audience.     

Shown in Figure 25, each of the manually configured screens is mapped to a line in the 

timeline. If only one screen is mapped to one timeline (in this case Camera 1.1), there is a 

default that sets the other screens to black. However, the default can be reset so that 

screens duplicate one screen. The figure also shows that clicking on the remote tab can 

show the remote preview.  
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Figure 24: Performance Engine wireframe showing how manually configured screens are 
mapped to lines on the timeline. 

 

Shown in Figure 26 below, if two timelines are configured to the remote view, and are 

playing at the same time, the remote audience screen shows both in a split view. Clicking 

on the screen allows users to change the split mode through a popup. This popup also 

shows users which screens are configured to the view at a particular time. 
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Figure 25: Performance engine wireframe showing how the components of the individual 
timeline can be split into different types of views.  

5.4.2.3 Loading and Playing a Template 

Next, Figure 26 shows the process of loading and playing a template.  From the main 

screen, users first launch the live experience, then load a template. Then, they click play 

to start the live experience. As section 1.1 starts playing, there's a countdown timer 

about the timer left in the section. The figure shows that the operator can click on a 

button above the section (e.g. A1.2) to see a detailed view of the timeline.  

As the template sections play through, the operator can add more time by double-

clicking on the section to add a predefined amount of time (e.g. 60 seconds). In the detail 

view, users can see that a minute has been added to the timeline. The top-level timeline 

(C1.1) gets extended, while the other lines are shifted over by a minute.  The operator 

can also skip to the next section before it ends by clicking on the next section. 
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Figure 26: Performance engine wireframe showing the process of loading and playing a 
template.  
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Finally, Figure 27 shows a chat feature. The operator can click on a button to open the 

chat. This expands the chat, from which operators can download images from remote 

users. These automatically get stored in the media folder. As one operator controls the 

timeline, a second operator can create a slideshow in another program, and then add the 

timeline to a future section in the pre-production view. 

 

Figure 27: Performance engine wireframe showing the chat feature. 
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 Mediavault Pilot Activity 

This section describes the Mediavault pilot activity, a set of usability tests and interviews 

conducted with TRACTION participants from Sinea and Escola Massana. First, we 

introduce the goals of the tests, and describe their method. Then we present the study 

results, and discuss them in context of future Mediavault goals. 

6.1 Introduction 

A primary goal of TRACTION is to evaluate how technology supports opera co-creation 

and experience goals. This chapter describes the evaluation of the Mediavault tool, 

through a small-scale pilot activity with LICEU trial participants. The goal of the pilot was 

to evaluate the usability of the Mediavault for co-creation activities, and to understand 

participants' perspectives on its value as a communication and co-creation tool. 

Based in Barcelona, the Gran Teatro LICEU concerts a creative collaboration between 

migrants of different cultures from the Raval neighborhood and opera professionals at 

the LICEU in order to train employable creative skills. One such collaboration is between 

Sinea creatives and design students from Escola Massana, who will collaborate with the 

LICEU on an opera poster design. We designed and ran a pilot test with six (6) 

participants from the two groups to understand how they may use the Mediavault in 

their creative process. The tests took place during the week of November 30th, 2020 in 

Barcelona. 

6.2 Method 

The following sections describe our study method. First, we discuss participant selection 

and the study plan, and then discuss our debrief method. 

6.2.1 Participant Selection 
We evaluated the Mediavault tool with six participants, two Sinea creatives, and 4 

students from Escola Massana. Participants were chosen based on availability from our 

target demographic. Participants were contacted via email by the LICEU to recruit them 

for the study. 

Sinea Creatives: Sinea creatives were participants from the Creativity Workshop Assisted 

living flat in Barcelona for people with disabilities. The creatives were regular opera 

attendees, and engaged with the LICEU through the social program Apropa Cultura. The 

creatives had cerebral palsy, and exhibited some physical and cognitive impairment that 

limited their mobility. They understood Catalan and Spanish, and were users of the SAAC 

system, which increased their ability to communicate. Although they had some physical 

limitations, they had a high interest in using technology, and were relatively familiar with 

mobile and desktop devices. In addition, when using technology, they had support from 

“Sinea Responsibles” who worked with the creatives on a regular basis. 
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Massana Students: Students participants were from Escola Massana, a design school in 

Barcelona. The students did not regularly interact with opera, but were motivated by co-

creation goals with Sinea. Students spoke Catalan, Spanish, and English, and had a high 

familiarity with technology, particularly social networks, mobile and desktop devices, and 

social video sharing. 

6.3 Method 

Pilot tests took place during the week of November 30, 2020.  The studies were 

conducted in Spanish, and included an in-person moderator and notetaker, as well as 

several observers who participated over a Google Hangout conference call.  In addition, 

the studies were audio-recorded. 

Due to the differences in user capabilities, the Sinea studies lasted approximately 2 

hours, and whereas the Massana studies lasted approximately 1 hour. In addition, Sinea 

creatives were assisted by a responsible or “tutor”, who helped them interpret tasks and 

physically use the system. 

6.3.1 Overview 
During the study, participants 1) tested the usability of the interface, and 2) responded to 

interview questions about the value of the Mediavault as a communication and co-

creation tool. First, users created an account, selected their topic interests, created a new 

topic, and responded to comments in that topic. Then, users interacted with a visual 

timeline and commented on a video using emojis and text. At the end of the study, 

participants explored the Mediavault system, and answered open-ended interview 

questions. 

Participants completed the first three usability tasks on a phone, and the last two tasks 

on a laptop. The facilitator was instructed to minimize helping participants to complete 

the task, but was giving a list of probing questions, in case participants got stuck. Probing 

questions included: What are you seeing on this page? What is this page about? What 

would you do next, if anything?  

At the beginning of the study, participants were introduced to the Mediavault, and its 

goals. First, they were told that the Mediavault is an online platform that allows 

TRACTION participants to collaborate with each other online through media. They were 

told that artistic and process content from professionals and community members can be 

shared and stored together online, allowing team members to communicate about 

media.  

At the end of the introduction, participants read through and signed consent to 

participate in the study, to audio-record the session, and to screen-capture the test 

devices during the study. At the end of each task, participants completed the SEQ, a 

question rating the difficulty of the task on a scale of 1 to 7, 1 being very difficult, and 7 

being very easy.  Then, after the third and fifth task, participants were asked to respond 

to the following questions about the tasks: How easy was it to use the [phone/laptop] for 
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this first set of tasks? What was the most difficult task for you to complete? Why? Is there 

anything else you’d like to add about your experience?  

At the end of the study, participants responded to questions from the System Usability 

Scale (SUS), a standard metric used in usability testing. After completing all the tasks, 

participants were debriefed about their experience. 

6.3.2 Interaction Scenario 
At the beginning of the study, users were introduced to the following scenario: 

You are working with a team member from [SINIA/Massana] on a poster for the branding 

representation of the opera. You are responsible for drawing the visual representation, 

and your partner is responsible for designing the layout of the text. 

As they completed tasks, participants were instructed to “think aloud” by narrating their 

actions and thoughts, in order to understand their behaviour, goals, thoughts, and 

motivations. Participants were also told that their performance was not being tested; 

instead, they were evaluating how easy it was for them to use the system. 

6.3.2.1 Task 1: Creating an account and selecting interests 

First, participants opened the Mediavault application on a phone. In the first task, they 

selected the language for the trial, then opened the application and created an account. 

When they did this, they uploaded an image from the phone to create a profile (Figure 

28), and selected a list of interest topics to follow (Figure 29). If they did not select them, 

participants were probed to follow the Poster Design and Visual Design topics. 

 
Figure 28: Mediavault screenshot of uploading a profile picture. 
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Figure 29: Mediavault screenshot of selecting interest topics.  

 

 
Figure 30: Mediavault screenshot of the home screen that users see after creating an 
account. 

 

6.3.2.2 Task 2: Responding to a Topic Comment  

In the second task, participants opened a notification, and clicked on it to respond to a 

comment in a topic. First, participants were told to imagine that their partner had 

created a new design layout, with a set of colours that they wanted feedback on. 

Participants were asked to respond to the comment by adding an image of a different set 

of colours (Figure 31). 
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Figure 31: Mediavault screenshot of responding to a post with a comment and an 
image. 
 

6.3.2.3 Task 3: Creating a Post 

In the third task, participants were asked to imagine that they created a new visual 

design that they wanted their partner to give feedback on.  Then, they were instructed to 

create a post, first by uploading an image, adding a text and a title to the post, and 

adding appropriate tags. The template for creating a new post is shown in Figure 32, and 

the created post is shown in Figure 33. 

 

Figure 32: Mediavault screenshot of the template for creating a new post. 
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Figure 33: Mediavault screenshot of filling in a post after uploading an image. 

 

6.3.2.4 Task 4: Previewing the Timeline 

In the fourth task, participants were asked to log into their Mediavault account on the 

laptop, and were instructed to explore the Topic timeline view. First, they were reminded 

that having created their post, it would appear in the poster design topic. They were 

instructed to go to this topic, and to explore the timeline view, toggling between the text 

version (Figure 34) and media version (Figure 35) of the timeline. As they did this, 

participants were asked to consider what posts they were seeing, and how they were 

organized. 

 

Figure 34: Mediavault screenshot of the text timeline.  
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Figure 35: Mediavault screenshot of the visual timeline.  

 

6.3.2.5 Task 5: Commenting on Video with Emoji and Text 

 

In the final task, participants were asked to watch a video, change the subtitles, and add 

emoji reactions and comments to the video. At the beginning of the task, users were 

asked to imagine that they wanted to watch a presentation video of another group that 

has been working on brochures. They were asked to navigate to the “brochure” tag, and 

to open the presentation video at the top of the topic. 

Participants were asked to play the video, and were prompted to translate the subtitles 

video from English into Spanish (Figure 36). As the video played, participants were 

prompted to add their own emoji reactions (Figure 37), and to consider where the emoji 

appeared in the video. Finally, participants were asked to add a comment to the video. 

 

Figure 36: Mediavault screenshot of changing the language subtitles from English to 
Spanish. 
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Figure 37: Mediavault screenshot of a video with emoji reactions. 

 

6.3.2.6 Exploration and Interview Questions 

At the end of the study, participants were instructed to take five minutes to explore and 

play with the Mediavault application. As they did this, they were asked to imagine that 

they want to get inspiration for their work by searching through the work of other 

TRACTION team members working on different branding representations.  

After this, participants were asked a series of open-ended questions about their 

experience with the Mediavault. The goal of these questions was to consider the value of 

the Mediavault as a tool for co-creation, and how it could be improved in future 

iterations. 

Table 10: Open-ended questions that participants answered after exploring the Mediavault. 

• How does the process you just experienced with the Mediavault compare to your 
experience with other platforms? Which platforms? 

• Do you envision the Mediavault would be a useful tool for your sharing, 
commenting, co-creation process? Why or why not? 

• If you are uploading photos, what kind of “smart editing” would you want during 
the upload process? (e.g., image contrast) 

o How about for videos? 

• What types of searches (e.g., searching for people, dates) would you want to 
perform in the search engine?  

o How might these searches help you in your work? (e.g., during learning 
or design) 

• Imagine seeing an auto-general story summary of different co-creation projects 
displayed in the media. For example, Google may create a timeline summary of a 
trip using photos. 

o How might you imagine this story or narrative would look like? How 
might you use this kind of summary for your learning process (e.g., to get 
better at poster design)?  Would you find it useful for another purpose? 
(e.g., summarizing project) 

• What other tasks would you want the Mediavault to be able to perform? 
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6.4 Results 

The following section presents the results of the Mediavault Pilot. First, we present the 

results of the usability study by task, and report SEQ question averages for Sinea and 

Massana for the five tasks. Then, we present results from the usability feedback 

questions, and report averages of the SUS questionnaire for the two groups. Finally, we 

summarize the result of the open-ended interview questions. We report Sinea participant 

experiences as L10 and L11, and Massana participants as L13, L14, L15, and L16. 

6.4.1 Usability Results 

6.4.1.1 Task 1 

In the first task, participants created an account, logged in, and selected their interests. 

When asked to give a rating of the difficulty of this task on a scale of 1 (very difficult) to 7 

(very easy), Sinea participants rated the task as relatively difficult, (μ=3), whereas 

Massana participants rated the task as relatively easy (μ=5). 

When completing the task, some participants had trouble with the registration. Several 

participants (L11, L13, L14) were not sure whether they should put an email or username 

when creating the user account. In addition, some users (L11, L14) were not sure what 

the topics of interest meant. L11 was unclear what “accessibility'' and “multimedia 

resources” meant, whereas L14 was not sure what “INO” and “SAMP” meant. 

 Finally, L10 had some trouble with registration due to the small size of the text on the 

phone. For this reason, this participant completed the first three tasks on the laptop 

instead of the phone.  

6.4.1.2 Task 2 

In the second task, participants opened a notification, and clicked on it to respond to a 

comment. Sinea participants rated the task as relatively difficult (μ=3.5), whereas 

Massana participants rated the task as relatively easy (μ=5.6). 

When completing the task, some participants had trouble with the notification icon (L10, 

L11, L13), L10 was overwhelmed by the number of messages, and thought the 

notification might be in the “explore section.” Likewise, L13 explained that the icon was 

too small and placed in the corner.  Instead, they suggested placing this icon in the 

middle of the interface to make it easier to visualize. 

Several participants described the interface as very clean and intuitive (L14, L15, L16), 

however some participants had trouble with the size of the text. L10 asked to make the 

text larger by modifying the browser settings, and L15 noted that the arrow to 

attach/upload images was very small, and suggested that it should be the same size as 

the cancel and commit buttons. 
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Finally, the Sinea creatives wanted a more extensive way to enter text in. L10 wanted an 

auto completion feature, and L11 expected to be able to respond to the comment by 

using the microphone, however, this did not work because the phone screen was being 

recorded. 

6.4.1.3 Task 3 

In the third task, participants created a new post by selecting images, adding text, and 

adding appropriate tasks.  Sinea participants rated the task as medium difficult (μ=4.5), 

whereas Massana participants rated the task as easy (μ=6.4). 

Overall, participants found the task relatively straightforward, however Sinea participants 

required more time on the task. L11 does not read or write, and so needed substantial 

support from their tutor. Meanwhile, L10 said that the task took him a while, however, 

they believed it was just a matter of practice. However, several participants (L11, L13, 

L14, L16) had trouble understanding how to fill in the “topic” and “tags” areas. L13 

realized that “tags” were an optional topic, but thought the areas to be similar; likewise, 

L16 decided not to write anything in the tags area because they doubted what word 

could be the best option. In addition, L14 and L16 both asked whether the “tags” were 

supposed to be hash tags.  

6.4.1.4 Task 4 

In the fourth task, participants explored a topic timeline, toggling between the text and 

media previews. Both Sinea and Massana participants rated this task as medium difficult 

(μ=5.5, and μ=5 respectively). 

All of the participants understood the chronological order of the timeline (latest posts on 

top), however, they differed in opinion about the two timeline views. L10, L11, and 

L14 found the media view to be useful; L14 explained that it made sense that some posts 

may have only media, not text. In contrast, L16 was surprised by the separate 

classification of text and images, and L13 found the separation confusing, preferring to 

either have a unified timeline, or to have the media preview appear as a default rather 

than the text. 

L14 also commented on the filtering options of the timeline. They explained that filtering 

by tags was useful, but difficult to see because it was in the corner of the interface. 

Instead, they recommended integrating the “filter by tag” and “search” features 

together. Further, they suggested being able to search the timeline by date. 

6.4.1.5 Task 5 

In the fifth task, participants watched a video, changed the language subtitles, and 

commented on the video with emoji and text reactions.  Sinea participants rated the task 

as relatively difficult (μ=2), whereas Massana participants rated the task as medium 

difficult (μ=4.4). 
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When changing the subtitles from English to Spanish, some users found the interface 

intuitive and easy to navigate (L14, L15, L16). However, users also had trouble using the 

interface due to the small size of the text (L10, L11, L16). In addition, L10 commented 

that they did not like the black background of the interface. 

Participants were pleasantly surprised about the emoji and comment reactions in the 

video. L13, L15 and L16 all enjoyed the combination of emojis and comments in the video 

play line, and L14 and L16 were surprised that their comment popped up in the video. 

L14 explained that it was interesting to embed an emoji in the video playback line 

because it is a way to highlight something specific.  However, they also wondered if other 

users could see their emoji reactions. 

However, participants suggested changes to the interface. L10 recommended that the 

emoji should be in the center of the video, not the left border, when it was going up on 

the screen. In complement to this, L13 proposed pausing the video at the moment when 

a user added an emoji. 

6.4.2 Usability Feedback 
In this section, we report the results of the SUS questionnaire, and the usability 

questions. We describe participant preferences for the mobile and laptop interface, and 

feedback about the visual design of the interface, menu, search, and tagging capabilities, 

and about the user profiles. 

6.4.2.1 SUS Questionnaire Responses 

Overall, participants found the Mediavault interface easy to use. When responding to the 

SUS questionnaire, Sinea participants gave the tool a 68.75 rating on a 100 point 

transposed scale. Similarly, Massana participants gave the tool a 72 point rating. This 

corresponds to an above average rating, relative to scores collected from other design 

evaluations. 

6.4.2.2 Preference for Mobile vs. Laptop  

Participants differed on their preferences for the mobile and laptop interfaces. L15 said 

the Mediavault was “an easy-to-navigate and easily accessible tool,” and L14 found it 

“quick and easy.” For this reason, L16 had “no preferences for mobile or computer. The 

Mediavault is simple and easy in any case.”  Likewise, L13 noted that “the tool is very 

similar both when you use it from your mobile phone and when you use it from your 

computer...With other apps and software it is not always like that.” 

L11, L14 and L16 thought the “Media Vault on [a] mobile phone is very accessible and 

visual, easy to navigate” (L16). L14 felt that “there is more information on the computer 

but it is less intuitive than on the mobile phone. '' In contrast, L10 felt it was “easier to use 

on a desktop as a work tool,” but expressed a desire to use the mobile phone for 

notifications. L15 elaborated, explained that they would find the Mediavault useful on 

the mobile phone “if you are away from home but not for uploading files. MV offers you 
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similar patterns to other platforms. To do quick and simple actions, OK on the mobile 

phone.” 

6.4.2.3 Visual Design 

Several participants had suggestions for the visual interface of the tool. L10 explained 

“the most complex issue was looking for content and understanding what each button 

was for.” To support this, participants suggested changing the colors, and having more 

images. L10 felt the white and green color palette was not visually appealing, and 

suggested “using LICEU’s colors (brown and red).” They also suggested using “different 

colors for different functionalities…[to]..make the interface more intuitive,” such as using 

“different colors to highlight.” In complement, L14 wanted to have larger images, less 

text, and the option of using the interface in other languages. 

Several participants enjoyed being able to react with emojis. L13 was surprised “to be 

able to embed an emoticon in a video,” and L14 felt “the most positive thing is the fact 

that through Media Vault emoticons allows [me] to comment.” Notably, L14 also 

wondered if this option only exists with video, and wanted to be able to be “able to give 

an opinion at other times/processes,” and asked for the visual interface to have “more 

emojis, less text.” In contrast, L14 felt the emojis were not intuitive. “I would not have 

guessed that the emojis would in the video playback line,” they said, and asked if an older 

person would be able to understand the interface. 

6.4.2.4 Menu, Searching, and Tagging 

Participants had varied feedback about the Menu. L14 said that the three-line 

notification menu symbol was complex because “not everyone knows [the symbol],” and 

suggested combining “read notifications and unread notifications, all together.” In 

addition, L14 suggested putting the word “Create” in the 1st position because it is the 

most important thing to do.”  Likewise, L13 wanted to use the words “All Posts” in place 

of “Explore,” explaining that Explore sounds “like something to be used [to] explore other 

parallel subjects.”  

Several participants commented on the scrollbar in the search. L10 explained that “the 

most difficult part...was that he had to scroll up and down a lot of times,” and L14 

commented that they did not like to scroll. L10 wanted to remove unnecessary scrolling, 

and L13 wanted a “visible scrollbar, even while scrolling.” 

Some participants felt that tagging was the most complex feature of the Mediavault (L13, 

L14, L16). L14 preferred to “have a range of existing options rather than creating new 

labels/tags'' and L13 preferred a “categorization decided previously with the group.” 

Further, L16 suggested changing the name “Tag (''etiquetas”) because it “creates 

insecurity in her. Changing the name could change the perception about the meaning of 

the word.” 
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6.4.2.5 User Profiles 

Several participants (L14, L15, L16) wanted more access to the user profiles. L16 felt it 

was necessary to identify and visualize the other users using the Mediavault. “Who has 

access to the platform?” they asked.  “All the users or just the people from MY group?” 

Likewise, L15 said they couldn’t see “where” the other users were, and wanted to have 

information about them. Relatedly, L14 wanted to be able to update her interests after 

creating her profile, and L13 wanted more direct communication capabilities, including 

being “able to make video calls, like Skype or Teams,” as well as having a private chat 

feature. 

6.4.3 Interview Responses 
In this section we summarize the open-ended interview responses. First we summarize 

how participants viewed the Mediavault relative to other platforms, and how useful they 

found the tool for co-creation. Then, we summarize participant feedback about image 

and video processing features, search features, and the automatic timeline summary. 

6.4.3.1 Comparison to other Platforms 

Study participants compared the Mediavault features to other productivity and social 

media platforms, such as Google Drive, Facebook, and Slack.  L11, L13, L15 and L16 all 

compared the Mediavault to Google Drive, but suggested the Mediavault was simpler, 

“with three large sections” (L13) instead of folders. L15 said that “Google Drive is more 

complex because there is the email.” Further, L16 said that the Mediavault felt like a 

“mixture of Google Drive and a chat,” except that “in Media Vault Text and Multimedia 

are at the same level.”  

Similarly, L14 compared the Mediavault to Slack, Twitter, and Reddit, explaining that “it's 

like a platform for social media but simpler...remember social networks because you can 

insert likes and make comments.” Notably, L15 and L16 suggested pairing the Mediavault 

with other tools to complement the communication process of creating the poster.  

6.4.3.2 Usefulness For Co-creation 

All participants responded positively about the Mediavault being useful for co-creation. 

L16 summarized that it was a “well thought-out tool [to] improve rethinking locating 

tasks and options.” L16 explained that the Mediavault was “very useful and clear. 

Everything is in the homepage.” Likewise, L14 said the tool was “very useful. Fast, easy to 

use, very concrete.” L15 explained that this was “because [the Mediavault] is simple and 

[focuses] in the co-creation process of the poster.” L10 further elaborated that the 

Mediavault  “would help a lot for sharing ideas, or to stay up-to-date with other people’s 

work.” 

6.4.3.3 Smart Editing 

Participants suggested several basic image and video processing features. L13, L14, and 

L16 all suggested being able to trim photos to “make them smaller” (L13), and L14 

wanted to “cut the video to make it shorter”.  Participants also wanted to be able to 
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markup the images and videos. L14 suggested being able to “remark, highlight something 

specific of the image. Mark a specific moment.”  Likewise, L16 wanted to “mark, 

underline images and videos.” 

Notably, participants disagreed whether to include some image processing features. L10 

wanted to change the contrast, brightness, white balance and saturation, whereas L16 

wanted to “modify the light of the image but not the contrast,” and L13 suggested not 

being able to “touch up the color, nor the contrast.” L14 explained that it did not make 

sense to include image-editing features, “as there are already other platforms and tools 

dedicated to editing images.”  

Some participants wanted preview, compression, and comment features for video 

editing. L10 and L15 wanted to be able to watch video previews. Further, L15 wanted to 

be able to “compress the video and add a title...before sending it.” Additionally, L14 

wanted to be able “to add/upload comments in the video.” 

6.4.3.4 Searching 

Participants expressed preferences for diverse ways of searching for content and users. 

L10, L13, L14, L15 and L16 all wanted to be able to search content by words, dates, users, 

and types of content. L16 explained that “searching by dates, words...is a good way to 

search common interests but as a support of tags.” L10 also saw “value for the Media 

Vault as a ‘black box’ that logs all the steps of the creative process, so when people do not 

agree on something, they can just go back to the post and see what they decided back in 

the day.” Notably, L14 also wanted to “categorize multimedia content by format or 

colour,” and wanted a timeline of the latest contributions and updates to the poster 

design itself. 

L13 and L14 also expressed a desire to have access to user profiles. L13 wanted to 

“access a person's description from their profile picture” and L14 wanted to search for a 

“user as [in] a social network...to see who is there, and to look for their post.”  L11 and 

L15 also expressed a desire to search outside of the Mediavault. L15 explained that it 

“would be good to share files from a [related] search engine…to find inspirations, ideas 

for the project but that is not very generic but rather specific and focused on topics that 

help everybody to co-create the poster.” 

6.4.3.5 Timeline Summary 

Participants were split about the usefulness of an auto-generated timeline feature. Some 

users thought it would be helpful to summarize “the different steps of the creative 

process. It would be helpful to get a quick idea of what has been done in the past” (L10) 

and follow “ the evolution of the work” (L14). Other users, (L13, L16) did not want the 

timeline feature. L16 felt it was not necessary since they could already filter by tags and 

search by topics of interest. L13 further explained that they did like the aesthetic of an 

auto-generated summary; what “Facebook does as auto generated summary [is] ugly, 

impersonal music, too fast.” 
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Participants also suggested alternatives to the auto-generated topic timeline. L10 felt it 

would be “helpful to have a summary of all the mails exchanged about a subject.” 

Likewise, L13 felt a summary should focus more on the posts, and proposed “a collage 

that allows to see what the other users are doing.” Further, L15 imagined the “auto-

general story summary as a platform, as a group of people sharing the same information, 

as a post about a specific task, as a summary about work already done, as a working 

progress show tool.” 

6.5 Discussion 

The goal of this study was to evaluate the Mediavault tool through a small-scale pilot 

activity with LICEU trial participants from Sinea and Massana. The study evaluated the 

usability of the Mediavault, and considered participant perspectives on its value as a 

communication and co-creation tool. First, we consider the value of the Mediavault for 

co-creation, then discuss requirements based on user feedback that will inform the next 

stage of design iteration.  

6.5.1 Value for Co-creation Activities 
Overall, our findings demonstrate that the Mediavault tool is both easy to use and 

valuable to TRACTION participants. During the study, participants completed all the tasks 

with minimum prompting, and when asked to evaluate the Mediavault after completing 

tasks, participants rated the usability of the interface as higher than average on the SUS 

questionnaire. In addition, when asked about its value for co-creation activities, all 

participants responded that the tool was “well thought out,”(L16) as well as “useful and 

clear”(L14), particularly because it was “focused on the co-creation process” (L15). 

Further, when comparing to existing tools, participants felt the Mediavault was simpler 

(P13).  

Notably, participants had differing preferences about the value of the mobile and laptop 

interfaces; some preferred the mobile version while others preferred using the laptop. 

Since the Mediavault tool can be used fully on either of these platforms, this speaks to its 

flexibility; participants can choose to use either interface based on their preferences.  

6.5.2 Informing Requirements for Iteration 
Study participants gave thorough feedback about the visual design of the interface, 

menu, search, and tagging capabilities, and about the user profiles. This included 

changing the colors and visual layout, making the menu and tagging features more clear, 

and adding more functionality to the search feature and user profiles. Participants 

wanted larger images, less text, predefined tags in the posts, and the ability to comment 

on posts with emoji reactions.  In the timeline view, participants expressed the desire to 

search by words, dates, users, and types of content. Participants also wanted to see the 

profiles of other users. 
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In complement to this, participants responded to questions about future capabilities of 

the Mediavault, including image and video processing features and the automatic 

timeline summary. Participants expressed a desire to trim images and videos, to mark 

them up, and to preview videos before uploading them. However, participants did not 

feel the tool needed extensive editing features, expressing that “there are already other 

platforms and tools dedicated to editing” (L13). When asked about an auto-generated 

summary, participants wanted a way to show their “working progress...about work 

already done” (L15) in order to “follow the evolution of work.” (L14). However, they were 

concerned that auto-generated summaries were “ugly [and] impersonal” (L13), and 

proposed alternatives, such as a collage. 

Overall, the study provided fruitful feedback about the value of the tool for co-creation. 

Participant feedback gathered during this study will inform the requirements that will be 

used in the next stage of the Mediavault design process.  
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 Performance Engine Evaluation  

7.1 Introduction 

In the context of the TRACTION project we decided to conduct user tests in Leiria. The 

objective of these user tests was to analyse the value of the Performance Engine (PE), 

check if there are any usability issues and if it necessary to improve the user interface, 

extract a new set of requirements based on how the SAMP team plans to use the PE.  We 

chose to run the tests in the youth correctional facility in Leiria because, even though the 

PE is available to all trials, it will mostly be used by SAMP to organize their Opera na 

prisão (Opera in prison) representation. 

The plan for running user tests, already curbed with respect to the initial planning due to 

the pandemic situation that limited the access to prison and the possibility of interactions 

with the inmates, was further reduced due to the positivity to Covid-19 of one of the 

participants who helped with the installation.  

7.2 Method 

The aim of the user tests in Leiria was to conduct an initial test of the Performance 

Engine, perform a “formal” user tests with 4 people and to perform a more “informal” 

requirements gathering by talking with SAMP personnel. The recruitment process was 

performed by SAMP, while for conducting the tests we received the help from Pedro 

Almeida of the University of Aveiro, as all the participants preferred to do the interview 

using their native language, Portuguese. 

We devised a user test composed of 8 tasks, each one requiring about five minutes to 

complete. After each task, the user had to answer a Single Ease Question (SEQ) to rank, in 

a range from 1 to 7, the difficulty of the task (1 representing “very difficult” and 7 “very 

easy”). 

After the completion of the 8 tasks the user had to fill a System Usability Scale (SUS) 

questionnaire (see the figure below for the Portuguese version used in Leiria) and then 

answer a set of open questions about the experience of using the performance engine to 

complete the tasks. 
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Table 11: Summary of differences between the expected and current functionality. 

 

Expected Available 

Object-Based media capture Object-Based media capture 

The final outcome will be an easy-to-use 

capturing system, with smart editing 

capabilities that allows for gathering all types 

of immersive media. Such a system will be 

used for creating novel media experiences as 

required by the trials. 

A somewhat basic implementation is 

available in the current implementation 

of the performance engine. 

Interactive Adaptive Media Distribution Interactive Adaptive Media 

Distribution 

The outcome will be a module that enables the 

consumption of interactive adaptive immersive 

media in a variety of devices and contexts 

(e.g., HMD for immersive 360-degree 

experiences). It will enable at run-time that 

performances using the toolset can be 

distributed to many different locations under 

different connectivity conditions and can 

incorporate in (quasi-) real-time media objects 

contributed by remote participants (e.g., 

photos by the family members of the inmates) 

The distribution of media to many 

different locations is available in this 

implementation of the performance 

engine. 

 

Incorporation of media objects from 

different sources is under development. 

 

We are investigating how to incorporate 

other media (like 360° videos) to the 

performance engine capabilities. 

Interaction Workflow Interaction Workflow 

The outcome of this task is a TRACTION 

module deploying a mechanism that enables 

creation of an interactive non-linear story in a 

webdoc-like document. 

The current implementation allows the 

artistic director to describe the different 

stages of the opera in a web document 

specifying the interaction between 

different participants and different 

media. At the moment the non-linear 

part has not been implemented. 

Rich-Media Smart Editing Rich-Media Smart Editing 

The outcome of this task will be a set of 

components within the production toolset that 

allow for smart editing of user-generated 

content. Such toolset will help non-

professionals to upload media content and to 

have it ready for use for telling stories 

Will be implemented in the next 

iteration of the performance engine. 
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Figure 38: System Usability Scale (SUS). 

 

The Performance Engine, although the software used for the tests was stable and 

functional, is still in a development stage, hence not all the functionalities envisioned by 

the project were available at the time we ran the user tests. The table below summarises 

the differences between the expected functionalities and the ones available at the 

moment. 

The development of the tasks used for the user tests required several iterations, first 

with the development teams at Vicomtech and CWI, then with the artistic team at SAMP, 

and finally by conducting a simulation of the user tests at Vicomtech, with two users 

who, although very familiar with web technologies, were not involved in the 

development of the tool. 

For the tests in the Leiria Prison, Internet connectivity was provided by a 4G router. The 

tests we ran showed very good bandwidth both for download and upload. The materials 

used to run the tests were the following: 

• PC used to run the test with an Nvidia graphic card and a Blackmagic card 

• One Canon camera 

• Two projectors, each one connected to an Intel NUC 

• Two mobile devices 
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The tests were run in two rooms: the Mozart Pavillon (where the main PC and the 

projector were installed) and another room to simulate the connection from a remote 

user. The Internet was accessible by all the devices in the rooms. The devices did not 

need to be in the same LAN/WLAN but simply be able to access the performance engine, 

located on an AWS instance at the address https://cloud.flexcontrol.net 

The 8 tasks defined for the usability tests were the following. We included the text as it 

was presented by the interviewer to the person taking the test. Text in italic refers to 

possible probing questions to help the user completing the task in case he was 

experiencing difficulties.  

7.2.1 Performance Engine operator interface 
The interface for the operator, on top of the OrkestraControl application, enables the 

operator to create a new show, defining how many different locations will be connected: 

 

 

Figure 39: Performance engine interface for creating a new screen. 

The operator is able to define a name for each one of the locations (MOZART room, 

EQUIPMENT room and HOME room in the example), as well as adding devices to each 

location (in the example, two projector displays in the MOZART room, left and right, and 

a Camera device). 

https://cloud.flexcontrol.net/
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Figure 40: Performance engine interface for adding devices to a location. 

 

After that, the operator is able to upload the content (on-demand videos, images, etc.) 

that will be used in the show: 

 

Figure 41: Performance engine interface for uploading content to be used in the show. 

After that configuration, the operator is already in the main interface: 
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Figure 42: Performance engine main interface. 

 

On the top left part, in the MEDIA section, all the available on-demand assets are shown 

as a preview. There is also a CAMERA section, where all the defined cameras are shown 

as a preview. If the connection is not available, a NO SIGNAL video will be shown. 

On the top right part, the operator can see a preview of what is happening in all the 

rooms. The operator has three tabs (MOZART, EQUIPMENT and HOME), and a preview 

window for each display available in that room. This preview window shows exactly what 

the displays will be showing in that scene. 

Down in the left, the operator can assign a specific component to a row (an on-demand 

video or a real-time stream). Down in the right, each column is a scene, and the 

operators select the components to be shown on each scene (the selected green boxes). 

Finally, the operator selects also a layout for each scene on each display. 

In the following image, a different view of the same interface is shown, where a live 

camera is shown on the right screen: 
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Figure 43: Performance engine interface with a live camera. 

Finally, the Performance Engine also shows links for each device defined in the show. 

Those links must be opened across the different browsers in devices (either displays and 

cameras): 

 

 

Figure 44: Performance engine interface with links defined for each show. 
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7.2.2 Overview of Tasks 

7.2.2.1 Task 1: Check cameras and start displays (5 mins) 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

• Start from the main page of the performance engine 

• Describe what you see on the page 

• Verify that all the camera are properly connected 

• Start all the displays in all the rooms 

In the first task you start with a pre-existing program that we created last week. Now it’s 

the day of the show and you have to make sure that all the cameras are working and you 

started all the displays. 

Can you verify that the cameras work? [What do you see on the webpage? Did you see 

the camera section? What would you do to check that all the cameras are connected?]  

Ok great, now we know that the cameras are working. Now we want to start the displays 

of the Mozart Pavillon and of the Equipment Room. [Could you see the room names? 

Can you change room? How would you do that? How would you select a display?] 

7.2.2.2 Task 2: Check connection from remote user (5 Mins) 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

2. One of the rooms of the performance engine is related to a remote user 

3. Go to the room representing the remote user 

4. Make sure that his camera is activated 

 

As you may have noticed, one of the rooms we included for this show in the performance 

engine is called Home. Please go to that room. [How would you navigate to that room? Is 

it easy to spot?] 

Now you have gone to the home room, which in this case represents a remote user. One 

of us will act as a remote user now. Make sure that he is connected and his camera is 

activated. [What would you do to check that the remote connection works?] 

7.2.2.3 Task 3: Start the performance (5 mins) 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

a. Try to discover which scene we are in at this moment. 

b. Go from Scene 0 to Scene 1. Scene 1 represents the start of the opera 

c. Describe what happened after you went to scene 1 
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Ok, in this task you will actually see what happens when we start the performance. 

Please click on Scene 0, which for us represents the moment before the beginning of the 

show.  [Can you see the text representing the scene? Can you say how many scenes we 

defined for this opera?  What is shown in the displays of scene 0? (Or did you notice that 

in scene 0 nothing is shown?)] 

Now try going from scene 0 to scene 1. [How would you go from one scene to the next? 

Did you find it easy to start the show? Have you tried clicking on scene 1?] 

 

7.2.2.4 Task 4: Navigate from one scene to the next (5 mins) 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

• Go from scene 1 to scene 2 

• Check how the preview changed 

• Explain how content shown in the projector changed 

After you explore what happens when you go to scene 1 and actually start the show, 

here you have to switch to scene 2. [How does this compare to going from scene 0 to 

scene 1? What made you think that you successfully switched to scene 2? Have you seen 

what happens to the displays?] 

7.2.2.5 Task 5: Browsing till the end of the performance (5 mins) 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

• Switch from scene 2 to the next scene, and then do the same until the final 

scene 

• Stay on each scene for a few seconds, then switch to the next scene 

• Describe what happens in the final scene 

For this task you have to switch across different scenes. Stay on each scene for a few 

seconds, before going to the next scene. [Does anything change when you go from one 

scene to the next? What do you think happens when a color disappears going from one 

scene to the next?] 

 

7.2.2.6 Task 6: Change layout of a display (5 Mins) 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

• Select scene 2, First room 

• Change the layout of the components for the first display 

• Go to scene 3, and change the layout in this scene, too 
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That’s great. You successfully simulated going through all the scenes of the opera 

(although much quicker than how we would do in a real event).  

 

Now, you noticed that you didn’t like the layout of the cameras in one of the displays and 

want to change it. By layout we mean, how the different objects are shown in a display. 

Please go back to scene 2.  [Was there anything unusual? Or is going back to another 

scene the same as going from one scene to the next?] 

 

Select the LeftScreen in the Mozart Pavillon room. [How would you select the room? And 

the display?] 

Switch the layout from split to mosaic. [How would you select the layout? Have you 

noticed the small icon close to “Scene 2”?] 

Please repeat the same process for scene 3. [Was it different? Do you think you need to 

change the layout for each scene?] 

 

7.2.2.7 Task 7: Show a different component (5 Mins) 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

• Have a look at the media content, identify a media which is not shown in any of 

the display 

• Check the components shown in the display. Add one component with the 

media you just identified in the media folder 

 

After changing the layout, you decide to experiment a bit more with the performance 

engine. You notice that there are different videos available and you would like to add one 

of them to one of the displays. 

 

Go to Scene 4, and select the Right Screen in the Mozart Pavillon.  

 

Have a look at the media content. Is there a video that you didn’t see represented in any 

of the displays? [What content do you see? Can you easily browse through all the videos? 

What about the video “Particles.mp4”?] 

 

Great. Now, In the timeline, you can see that one of the components is called 

“Yellow.mp4”. Please replace it with “Particles.mp4” [How would you go about that? 

Have you noticed that there is a list of components in the lower part?] 
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You have selected the new video. There is only one thing left to do, which is showing it in 

the display. How would you do it? [You just selected the video, but the performance 

engine does not know when you want to show it… have you noticed that the scenes that 

are shown are in green in the timeline? How would you make the new video visible in this 

scene?] 

 

7.2.2.8 Task 8: Load an existing template (5 mins) 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

• Go to the bookmarked url (https://cloud.flexcontrol.net/template) 

• Edit the template “TRACTION” 

• Describe what happens after you opened the template 

Great, we reached the final task! For this task, we are not going to use the program we 

created; we just want to show you how you can load a pre-existing template/program. 

In order to do that, please go to the bookmarked URL, or type 

https://cloud.flexcontrol.net/template 

Please describe the page you just opened. What do you think the content means?  

We want to work with the template “TRACTION”, try opening it. [How would you load 

the template? What happened after you clicked? Was it clear what you had to do to load 

a template?] 

After completing the task and filling the SUS questionnaire the user was asked a few 

open questions to describe the experience he just had as well as giving her the chance to 

suggest possible improvements to the interface. Before answering the questions, the 

user was given the chance to freely interact with the PE and play with its interface. This is 

the list of questions presented to the user: 

  

 Have you ever used anything similar to the performance engine? If so, which 

platforms? 

 How do you think we could use the performance engine? For example, to connect 

people from outside the prison to people inside? 

 Would it help to have a video tutorial of all the functionalities? 

 (only for SAMP people) Do you think that using the performance engine may help 

you in the creation of the opera? Does it add artistic value? 

 What kind of interactions would you add to the performance engine? Do you think 

there is something missing that would be worth adding? 

 Was the interface of the timeline clear? For example, would you add or remove 

anything? What do you think could make it more user friendly? (suggest something: 

simulate the flow of time? Grey out past scenes? Different colours?) 

https://cloud.flexcontrol.net/template
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13.1 Results 

 

The types of findings we expected to see from the user tests were: 

b. Usability issues 

c. Uncover Additional requirements 

d. Discover the value of performance engine 

Unfortunately, due to the lack of time between the collection of the data during the user 

tests and this delivery due date, we were not able to perform a complete qualitative 

analysis, and in this document we will only comment on the notes taken during the user 

studies. The audio of the user tests was recorded for future analysis, and the screen of 

the performance engine was also grabbed with a screen recorder, to further analyse how 

the people were using it. 

For the user tests, we defined a set of probing questions: ideally the user was supposed 

to describe at each moment what he was doing, but if that didn’t happen the researcher 

could ask the following questions: 

 

• What are you seeing on this webpage? 

• What would you do next, if anything? 

• Where are the parts of the webpage you can interact with? 

Before starting the tasks, the interviewer asked consent for recording the session and 

briefly described the performance engine and the objective and structure of the user 

test. This is the text (in its English translation) used by the interviewer to introduce the 

test: 

Hello and thank you for participating in our trial test. Today we will guide you through a 

series of tasks using the Performance Engine. The performance engine is a tool that gives 

you the possibility to connect several input sources (like cameras) and output (like 

displays) across different rooms and even with remote users. For today’s tests, you will 

take the role of the operator. The operator of the performance engine can decide what to 

show, and where to show it, at each moment during the artistic performance. The 

operator can plan in advance how and what to display, to simplify his work during the 

show. 

We prepared a set of tasks about how to use the performance engine. The first 7 tasks are 

related to how the performance engine is used during a live demonstration. The final task 

is about loading an existing template. We have already prepared a small template, a sort 

of program that simulates what will be shown during the opera. In these tasks, as the 

operator of the performance engine you will take care that everything is working during 

the opera performance. 

At the end of the study, you will be asked to provide feedback on your experience, and 

answer a set of discussion questions. Remember, we are not testing your performance, 

only how easy it is to use the system. 
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In order to simplify the tasks as much as possible, we decided that the user only had to 

perform tasks related to the usage of the Performance Engine for its “Live Experience” 

capabilities rather than for the “Pre-production” functions (see Deliverable D2.3 for more 

information about the different use-cases of the Performance Engine). The scenario 

described by the interviewer to the test participants is the following: 

It is finally the day of the opera! You are the person responsible for operating the 

performance engine. You will have to make sure that all the cameras and displays work 

and that remote participants can join the show. For these tasks you will also check that all 

the scenes prepared for the performance are ok, and modify a couple things that you do 

not like. 

As mentioned in the introduction, due to the restrictions in the prison and after 

acknowledging that one of the persons who helped with the installation tested positive 

for Covid-19, we only had the possibility to perform two user tests. The following tables 

summarise the time spent on each task, the SEQ answers as well as the SUS results. 

13.1.1 User 1 
 

Table 12: summary of start times, end times, and SEQ responses for user 1. 

TASK 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

START 14:38 14:40 14:42 14:47 14:49 14:52 14:56 15:12 
END 14:40 14:42 14:46 14:49 14:52 14:55 15:09 15:16 
SEQ 7 7 5 7 7 7 3 7 

 
Figure 45: System Usability Scale (SUS) responses for user 1. 

 

The whole test for User 1 started at 14.34 and ended at 15.25. 
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13.1.2 User 2 
 

Table 13: summary of start times, end times, and SEQ responses for user 2. 

TASK 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
START 15:41 15:44 15:45 15:48 16:00 16:08 16:09 16:21 
END 15:44 15:45 15:48 15:59 16:08 16:09 16:19 16:25 
SEQ 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 5 
 

 
Figure 46: System Usability Scale (SUS) responses for user 2. 

 

The test for User 2 started at 15.39 and finished at 16.39 

13.2 Discussion  

As previously mentioned, we did not have the time to transcribe all the recorded 

material, to translate it to English and to properly analyse it. In the following paragraphs 

we will mention some of the comments made by the user that we considered especially 

important. A proper qualitative analysis and coding of the material is scheduled for the 

beginning of 2021. 

User 1 said that in general she found the interface quite easy to use and very intuitive. 

She thought that she had difficulties understanding how to go from one scene to 

another, as she didn’t think it was necessary to click on the scene name but rather that 

clicking anywhere on the timeline was enough. 
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User 1 also mentioned that the most difficult task was by far task 7, as she made 

assumptions that didn’t match with the behaviour of the interface. User 1 first 

complained that she had problems finding a component (in the media list) that wasn’t 

already used in the timeline, as she was checking all the rooms and their display to make 

sure that the selected component wasn’t used before. Furthermore, user 1 was puzzled 

by the fact that replacing one component for a scene, also replaced it in every other 

scene. 

User 2 is more familiar with web technology than User 1 and she was able to complete 

without effort all the tasks presented. As a general comment she didn’t like the vertical 

bar in the timeline. She said that if it is supposed to be used to identify the current scene 

and the passage of time, the vertical bar should also cover the scene number, as well as 

slowly moving from left to right to immediately show how much time has passed since 

the beginning of a scene. Another thing that User 2 tried doing, but it’s not possible in 

the current version of the Performance Engine, is to pause the videos. User 2 wanted to 

make the content of the video more synchronised with what she was seeing from the 

main camera, and was disappointed when she was told that that was not possible. 

Another possible improvement mentioned by User 2 is the layout icon (used to switch 

from mosaic to split layout and vice versa). The icon right now shows four components, 

but according to User 2 it would be better to have icons that match the number of 

components selected for a display. This way the operator would immediately know how 

the components would be displayed on screen. 

User 2 agreed with User 1 that the most complex task was task 7 and she also found 

puzzling the app behaviour when selecting a new component for a scene, and 

recommended that the change shouldn’t be propagated to other scenes. 

Regarding task 8, the user said that it was easy to complete, but she was dissatisfied with 

the choice of icons and that in general the UI for this webpage had a lot of room for 

improvement. 

13.3 Conclusion and future work 

In this section we presented the protocol for the user test of the Performance Engine, 

conducted in the Youth Prison in Leiria thanks to the collaboration of the prison direction, 

as well as the prison personnel who work daily with the SAMP team. In the first few 

months of 2021 we plan to conduct a detailed qualitative analysis of the recordings. 

In order to analyse the findings to extract new requirements and discover usability issues, 

we decided to run a qualitative analysis, by first cleaning the collected data by identifying 

the SUS qualitative responses and the open discussion sections and then transcribing and 

translating the identified sections. 

After that, we plan to perform a thematic analysis with the following these steps: 

• Create a codebook based on requirements 

• Code data using codebook & identify new codes 
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• Update codebook with new codes & go through data for new codes 

• Two coders: Discussion to generate themes 

• Code data for themes 

• Discuss to update themes 
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 Conclusion 

This deliverable describes the TRACTION toolset technical and UX evaluation as a direct 

outcome to Task 4.2, which carried out experiments of the prototypes developed in WP2 

for the three TRACTION trials, LICEU, SAMP, and INO.  First, we overviewed the research 

methods we employed in our work, and detailed our requirement gathering process, 

consisting of focus groups with each of the three trials. Next, we described a set of focus 

group trials we conducted with INO to inform a second set of requirements. After this, 

we recounted the interaction design of the toolsets, based on the requirements 

generated during the requirement gathering process. After describing the design process, 

the fifth and sixth sections respectively described the Mediavault and Performance 

Engine pilot activities. 

First, we conducted a set of focus groups (FG1) to inform our initial set of requirements. 

We used these findings to inform our next steps for the three trials. For the INO trial, we 

used these findings to conduct a follow-up focus group (FG2) to support INO’s internal 

creative process, openly discussing their goals in context of VR, sensory, and social VR 

technologies. For the LICEU and SAMP trials, we used the FG1 findings to inform our 

initial set of requirements for development of the Mediavault and Performance Engine. 

After gathering initial requirements, we developed personas, use cases, storyboards, and 

wireframes to inform the development of the two systems.  

After development, we tested the usability and value of the two tools through two sets of 

pilot activities. We conducted a Mediavault pilot activity with LICEU trial users in 

Barcelona that included Sinea creatives and students from Escola Massana. Likewise, we 

conducted a Performance Engine pilot activity with SAMP trial users in Leiria. 

Through an understanding of the methodology, requirement gathering process, 

interaction design, and evaluation of the three trials, this work provides valuable 

feedback to WP2 for future iterations of the Mediavault and Performance Engine. In the 

case of the Mediavault, we found three main issues that need to be addressed as 

requirements. These include visual interface changes, image and video processing 

features, and the design of a meaningful timeline summary. For the Performance Engine, 

we likewise collected a number of usability issues that will inform requirements for 

future iteration of the tool. Likewise, the INO focus groups informed themes that were 

important to the trial’s creative process. 

Overall, the pilot activities for the two trials provided fruitful feedback about the value of 

the tools for co-creation and performance. Participant feedback gathered during the pilot 

activities will inform the requirements that will be used in the next stage of the toolset 

design process. In the case of the INO trial, once we get more clarity over the final 

concept for TRACTION, will follow the same design and evaluation approach. 


